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The Terrace Theater’s lobby and plaza are in the process of being outfitted with theatrical lighting trusses, LED lights and sound systems to make the spaces turnkey-
ready for events. The concept, according to convention center management, is to showcase the theater and plaza, which front Ocean Boulevard, in a similar way to
Rockefeller Plaza in New York City. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

Reimagining The Convention & Entertainment Center
� By SAMANTHA MEHLINGER

Senior Writer

A t any given time, the Long
Beach Convention & En-

tertainment Center may have as
many as five large events occur-
ring simultaneously, thanks not
only to its size, but to creative in-
vestments in lighting, furniture
and sound that have transformed
many of its previously underuti-
lized spaces into contemporary
event venues. 
Convention center management

and the Long Beach Convention
& Visitors Bureau (CVB) are ex-
panding upon the success of these

venues, such as the Pacific Room
at the Long Beach Arena and ad-
jacent Pacific Gallery and Patio,
to breathe life into even more of
the convention center’s spaces and
expand upon its events potential. 

The overall vision is to create a
venue in which every key space is
decked out with assets that con-
vention and meeting clients would
normally have to pay extra for –
features like theatrical lighting,

sound and décor – thereby making
it more economical, attractive,
and, as the CVB’s President and
CEO Steve Goodling put it, just
plain cool.

Management Of Urban Coyotes Complicated By 
Unpredictability, Lack Of Data And Emotional Politics

Minimum
Wage
Debate

Continues
Economic Development
Commission Mulls Over
Direction Of Long Beach
Minimum Wage Proposal

� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

F ollowing two months of ex-
tensive public testimony in

which workers and employers
spoke pas-
s i o n a t e l y
about the
p o t e n t i a l
positive and
negative ef-
fects of in-
creasing the
minimum wage in Long Beach
through a citywide policy, the
city’s economic development
commission now has until Janu-Hotel Occupancy Stronger Than Expected In ’15

� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

A fter experiencing a
stronger than expected

year, hotels in Long Beach are
projected to see stable occupancy
levels and a slight rise in average
daily room rates (ADR) in 2016,

according to hotel managers and
hospitality industry experts. 
The overall occupancy rate for

Long Beach hotels this year is
expected to be about 76.8 per-
cent, according to a recent fore-
cast by PKF Consulting, a
hospitality research firm and a
division of commercial real es-
tate company CBRE, Inc. 
The occupancy rate is just 0.5

percent higher than last year but
still exceeds expectations and is
the highest the city has seen in
many years, said Bruce Baltin,
senior vice president of PKF
Consulting. 
The forecast for next year is that

occupancy will flatten out, staying
in line with industry trends of
business falling off after an odd
year. Long Beach’s ADR, which is

estimated to have increased by
10.9 percent by the end of this
year, is projected to rise by 6.5
percent in 2016, Baltin said.   
“We kind of think that Long

Dissension In The Ranks; More City
Workers Seek To Leave IAM Union

� By GEORGE ECONOMIDES

Publisher

T he Business Journal
learned last week that a

third group of city employees pe-
titioned to be decertified from
the International Association of
Machinists & Aerospace Work-
ers (IAM). About 100 city work-
ers from the skilled and general
supervisors unit joined two other
units, representing nearly 700

employees, asking for a vote to
leave the union. The three units
combined account for more than
22 percent of the nearly 3,600
City of Long Beach workers rep-
resented by IAM.
The story was first reported in

the November 24 edition of the
Business Journal. As of press
time, no date has been set for a
vote. In order to decertify, it
takes 50 percent plus one of the

Airport To Add
Nine Airline Slots
City Council Has No Choice
If It Wishes To Maintain
Local Control Of Airport

� By GEORGE ECONOMIDES

Publisher

F or the past 20 years, the
city’s Airport Noise Com-

patibility Ordinance has success-
fully kept the Federal Aviation
Administration from imposing its
will on Long Beach. 
It’s been a delicate balancing act

for city and elected officials as
they have had to fend off those

2nd District 
City Council Race: 

Gray, Pearce Complete
Business Journal 
Questionnaire

See Their Responses 
To 25 Questions – Pg 5
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� By SAMANTHA MEHLINGER

Senior Writer

C oyotes have become an in-
creasingly noticeable fix-

ture in Southern California since
the 1970s, when the animals
began moving into neighbor-
hoods, running through streets
and backyards gobbling up trash,
pet food and pets themselves.
Since a coyote attack resulted in
the death of a young child, Kelly

Keen, in Glendale in 1981,
wildlife researchers and govern-
ment agencies have struggled to
identify urban coyotes’ behavioral
patterns and a plan to manage
them. In doing so, these entities
have had to toe an emotionally
charged line between upset resi-
dents concerned with public
safety and equally concerned ani-
mal rights activists who believe
coyotes deserve protection, too.

(Please Continue To Page 15)

(Please Continue To Page 6)

(Please Continue To Page 10)

• Westsiders, 
Restaurateurs Weigh
In On Minimum Wage. 
• Perspective: Most
Important Economic 

Decision Ever
Pages 8-12

The City of Long Beach recently released
a new Coyote Management Plan at the
direction of its city council following a
string of recent sightings and pet deaths.
(Image by Christopher Bruno)
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Over the past 14 years or so, the issue of the Long Beach
breakwater has provided much political theater. 
I remember the 2001 city council meeting when then Mayor

Beverly O'Neill, quietly and forcefully shot down the idea of
any study to take the breakwater down on the basis that it af-
forded protection from high waves and security for our port.
A little stroll down history lane should remind us that: The

breakwater was first started in the San Pedro Bay in the late
1890s and expanded to Long Beach during and after World War
II. Before completion of the breakwater, headline after headline
in early Long Beach newspapers announced the destruction of
the city pier, homes and infrastructure along the coast as high

tides and waves battered the area. (Picture at right was taken in 1941) Flooding was
also a common occurrence. The breakwater provided a safe harbor for ships. Addition-
ally, the Los Angeles River was concreted and routed away from flowing into the port.
This controlled flooding but also created stagnant debris in Queensway Bay.
Over the years, the Port of Long Beach expanded out into the ocean, blocking and

changing wave action. The city dredged and filled in acres of beach to build a conven-
tion center, essentially pushing back the natural flow of water. The combination of the
port and the breakwater have dampened the high waves that used to batter Long Beach.
Several years after the 2001 city council meeting, the idea of funding a study to re-

move the breakwater was resurrected and supporters were urged to “paddle out” yearly
in memory of high waves that once allowed surfing. 
In 2013, the city council did approve a cost share of a study with the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers (who actually own and control the breakwater). The study was qui-
etly and conveniently renamed to soften the inevitable reality that the breakwater would
not be taken down. Instead of funding a “breakwater study,” the study funded is called
“East San Pedro Bay Ecosystem Restoration Study.” 
By city management’s own admission to the press, the study was reduced in scope

and now focuses only on restoration of the ecosystem, improving water quality and in-
creasing recreation, with the inclusion of wave activity. A political ceremony announc-
ing the funding was promptly held.

Now we are about to have a political ceremony to announce an announcement of an
announcement made several months ago, that finally the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
was forwarding its recommendation to Washington, D.C., that this study be co-funded
by the federal government.
Just last year, the Army Corps of Engineers had to repair segments of the Middle

Breakwater destroyed by Hurricane Marie. The 15-foot-high waves that broke through
did considerable damage to the Port T pilings and the Nimitz Road near the Sea Launch.
Prediction #1: the breakwater will not be taken down in any significant manner because

it is essential in protecting our city coastline and more specifically, the Port of Long
Beach, from high waves. Additionally, because of ongoing security threats to a major
port like Long Beach, nothing that opens up access to the port will be allowed.
Prediction #2: there will be political mourning over not being able to bring back the

waves and possibly another political ceremony announcing “at least we tried.”
Next column: Playing with the Brown Act
(Gerrie Schipske is a native of Long Beach, an attorney, registered nurse practitioner

and full time instructor at CSULB Department of Health Care Administration. She was
elected to both the Long Beach Community College Board of Trustees and the Long
Beach City Council. She is the author of several books on Long Beach history and her
blog, www.longbeachinside.blogspot.com.) �

INSIDE CITY HALL

� By GERRIE SCHIPSKE

Contributing Writer

Why Taking The Breakwater Down Will 
Break Long Beach And Why It Won't Happen
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1. The statewide minimum wage is $9 and going to $10 on January 1. Do you feel the Long Beach City

Council should establish its own citywide minimum wage that is higher than the state’s?

2. Do you support waiving the business license fee during the first year of  operation for businesses with

5 or fewer employees?

3. Assuming cost is not an issue, do you support establishing a customs facility at the Long Beach Airport

to accommodate international travelers?

4. Assuming funding is available, would you support increasing the size of  the Long Beach Convention

Center to accommodate larger conventions?

5. Should BNSF Railway be allowed to build the proposed Southern California International Gateway project

adjacent to West Long Beach?

6. Do you support allowing medical marijuana businesses to operate in Long Beach?

7. Would you be in favor of  adopting a special, dedicated 1% tax on all residents to hire more police officers

for the Long Beach Police Department?

8. Many streets, sidewalks and alleys in the city are in need of  repair. Should money for repairs be allocated

evenly by city council district rather than by greatest need?

9. Do you support contracting out more city services if  it is proven to save the city money and the service

is equal to or better than that provided by city staff?

10. Do you support controlling the growing problem of  coyotes in Long Beach neighborhoods through

use of  lethal force?

11. Do you support eliminating part or all of  the Long Beach breakwater?

12. Would you support hiring an arts advocate to work from the city manager’s or the mayor’s office to

serve as a voice for the arts community?

13. Do you feel the Long Beach Chamber of  Commerce, the largest business organization in the city, has

a strong, credible voice at city hall?

14. Per the Long Beach City Charter, councilmembers are considered part-time. Would you support a

system where there are fewer councilmembers, but they serve full-time with higher pay?

15. Do you feel term limits for city councilmembers should be abolished?

16. If  elected, would you make your appointment calendar available online for all to see?

District-specific issues

17. Do you support mixed-use development adjacent to the Queen Mary?

18. Would you support building a large housing development in the 2nd District that would exclusively

serve the homeless?

19. Would you support building more low-income housing in the 2nd District?

20. To help alleviate parking issues within the 2nd District, should street sweeping hours begin no earlier

than 8 a.m.?

21. Would you support allowing residential parking at night in private lots such as office buildings, the

Vons parking structure, etc.?

22. Do you support making the separated bike lanes on 3rd Street and Broadway permanent and other

similar efforts to make downtown safer for bicyclists?

23. Do you believe the electrical power issues that impacted downtown earlier this year have been

fully resolved?

24. Do you feel the entertainment hours set by the city council are too restrictive?

25. Would you like to see more entertainment venues in the downtown area, such as jazz, dance, comedy
and billiards clubs?
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The filing period to run next April in the
even-numbered Long Beach City Council
districts opens December 21, but the only
competitive race appears to be in the 2nd
District where incumbent Suja Lowenthal
is not seeking a third term. Three people
have been actively campaigning for the
post: Joen Garnica, owner of Garnica In-
teriors; Eric Gray, owner of ITO Solutions;
and Jeannine Pearce, director of the Long
Beach Coalition for Good Jobs and a
Healthy Community.
In the other city council districts, the three

incumbents are, thus far, running unop-
posed: Daryl Supernaw in the 4th District,
who won a special election earlier this year;
Dee Andrews in the 6th District, who is
termed out and is running as a write-in can-

didate; and Al Austin in the 8th District,
who is seeking a second four-year term.
For the 2014 city council races, the Busi-

ness Journal prepared a series of questions
for the 19 candidates running in one of five
city council races. The “survey” proved
very popular with readers as they were able
to get a small glimpse into candidate views
on a series of important city issues. We
made it clear that the candidates may
change their mind on one or more issues as
they gained more information about one or
more of the topics. In other words, we were
not going to hold their feet to the fire.
Because of the way the races are lining

up, the Business Journal decided to focus
its questions on the 2nd District. 
Our cover letter accompanying the

questionnaire said the Business Journal
would conduct candidate interviews early
next year, allowing us to go into detail on
many of these issues.
Candidates Gray and Pearce submitted

their responses – which included nine ques-
tions specific to the district. Gray provided

an answer to all 25 questions; Pearce skipped
one. Surprisingly, Garnica chose to pass on
answering our questionnaire. She did submit
a brief statement on each question, for which
she said she spent a lot of time in preparing.
But we did not request statements so we did
not read what she submitted. 

Joen Garnica Eric Gray Jeannine Pearce

2nd District City Council Candidates Eric Gray And Jeannine Pearce 
Respond To Business Journal Questionnaire; Joen Garnica Decides To Pass
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members who are voting within each of the
three units.
The two units that previously submitted

a decertification petition are the refuse
workers (known as the refuse basic unit),
with about 90 members, and the skilled
and general services basics unit, repre-
senting about 600 workers in various city
departments. The latter group had 300
people sign the petition asking for a vote.
A city employee favoring decertifica-

tion called the Business Journal last week
to claim the IAM is sending union mem-
bers out to intimidate those who support
decertification. The caller, who would not
identify himself, said, “They’re following
people home, waiting outside their houses
until 10 p.m.” He indicated that one of the
reasons workers are seeking decertifica-
tion is that the IAM is not representing
them “and has had only two reps on [the
union] staff when we’re paying for four.
They added two more, but they just did
that. They’re using our money for other
things.” Asked about the intimidation, he
said, “It’s getting ugly.”
The petition filed by the supervisors in-

cluded the following statement as to why
they are seeking decertification: “We

hereby go on record stating that the Inter-
national Association of Machinist and
Aerospace Worker Local 1930 District
947 are no longer fairly representing the
interest of our bargaining unit when it
comes to meeting and conferring/negoti-
ating with The City of Long Beach on
wages, hours and other terms and condi-
tions of employment. They have not accu-
rately represented our unit at the
bargaining table in the recently [sic] years
of contract negotiations.”
The Business Journal also obtained a

flyer headlined, “Vote the I.A.M. Out,”
outlining several reasons why employees
should vote to leave the union. One point
raised is that the “IAM received about
$500,000 in dues from the departments
on the petition, yet they did not fight hard
enough during compensation negotiations
so that we may receive fair wages.” The
flyer further pointed out that, “The IAM
agreed with 3% one-time payoff instead
of getting us a salary increase, which will
affect our CalPERS. Managers, Police
and the Fire Department got an increase
in their salary, not a one-time payoff.”
The IAM is one of nine unions repre-

senting City of Long Beach employees. If
one or more of the units approves decer-
tification, it will mark the first time such
action has occurred among city unions. �
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Union Decertification
(Continued From Page 1)

who have pushed to fully maximize the
economic potential of the facility, versus
those who would prefer the 1,100 or so
acres encompassing the airport be con-
verted to uses other than aircraft operations.
It’s a compromise arrived at in court after

decades of debates that often pitted resi-
dents living under or near runways against
the interests of airlines, the business com-
munity and even the FAA. 
The FAA oversees airports and aviation

travel to ensure access for the traveling pub-
lic. In short, the agency dictates just about
everything having to do with aviation and
airports – with a few exceptions. 
Long Beach is one of those exceptions.
Under the airport noise ordinance ap-

proved in 1995 and signed off on by the
FAA, Long Beach maintains local control
of its facility as long as the city is reason-
able in its approach to flight activity and its
role in the national transportation system.
If the city is deemed unreasonable, it loses
local control and the FAA steps in.
Part of being reasonable includes adher-

ing to the stipulations of the noise ordi-
nance, which include conducting an annual
noise analysis.
The number of flight operations permit-

ted at the Long Beach Airport are deter-
mined by the total, or cumulative, noise
created by those flights, which include air
carrier, commuter, industrial, charter and
general aviation (flights by military aircraft
are not included). If the noise budget levels
are exceeded, the number of flights must be
reduced. If the total noise is below budget
levels set in the ordinance, additional flights
must be made available.
At tonight’s (December 8) city council

meeting, councilmembers will discuss the
latest annual report, conducted from Octo-
ber 1, 2014 through September 15, 2015.
The noise analysis audit – conducted by an

outside, independent firm and confirmed
by a second company – indicated noise lev-
els have been reduced to the point where
the city must provide nine additional slots
to air carriers, increasing the current air car-
rier slots from 41 to 50.
If the city council wishes to maintain

local control, it will approve the staff rec-
ommendation and begin the slot alloca-
tion process. 
Adding nine slots will most likely attract

interest from another air carrier to provide
service from Long Beach Airport. 
Currently, JetBlue (serving 11 cities),

American (only to Phoenix) and Delta
(only to Salt Lake City) offer service. Po-
tential markets include Chicago, Denver,
Dallas, Atlanta and Miami. Additionally,
the city council is studying the possibility
of providing U.S. Customs service, open-
ing the door for international flights. If
that occurs, those flights must be part of
the 50 slots. �

FAA Ruling: Santa
Monica Airport 
To Remain Open
The Federal Aviation Administration

ruled last week that the Santa Monica Mu-
nicipal Airport  – which the City of Santa
Monica has been attemping to close – is
under federal grant obligations until Au-
gust 27, 2023, and must remain open and
operational until that date. The ruling con-
tradicts the city’s claim that its grant obli-
gation ended last year. 
In its December 4 ruling, the FAA said

that the airport serves as a “vital and crit-
ical general aviation reliever” for nearby
Los Angeles International Airport. The
city has 30 days from the determination
date to appeal the FAA’s ruling.

– Publisher George Economides

Airport Slots
(Continued From Page 1)
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� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

Ron Calkins has a stack of job applica-
tions from people willing to work for his
valve repair shop in West Long Beach, but
many of the job seekers are unskilled, and
some have criminal records.
Today, he might take a chance on an un-

qualified applicant just to help train or sim-
ply provide short-term employment, but, if
Long Beach raises the minimum wage to
$15 an hour, Calkins, who has owned West
Coast Valve Service since 1981, would
have no choice but to close the door on un-
skilled workers, he said.
“I hire people all the time just to clean

parts, but not at $15 an hour,” Calkins told
the Business Journal. “I give them maybe
$9 or $10 an hour, and I keep them for a
short period of time until I have to let them
go . . . They don’t have the qualifications.”
As Long Beach considers whether to

pass a minimum wage policy, following
major cities across California and the coun-
try, business owners and economists have
brought up how increasing the minimum
wage may come with the unintended con-
sequence of impacting unskilled laborers,
some willing to take any work just for a
paycheck and others seeking on-the-job
training.
It’s an issue that was recently brought up

during the last of six public forums organ-
ized by the city aimed at gathering commu-

nity input on a potential minimum wage
policy for Long Beach. 
During a meeting of the city’s eco-

nomic development commission at city
hall on November 24, Christine Cooper,
senior vice president of the Los Angeles

County Economic Development Corpora-
tion (LAEDC), said youth, unskilled
workers and those with barriers to em-
ployment, such as ex-offenders, may be
pushed out of the labor pool if the mini-
mum wage is increased.

She explained that increasing the mini-
mum wage would expand the labor market
as more job seekers would be drawn by
higher wages. Therefore, unskilled workers
would be entering a more competitive job
climate. In addition, business owners have
said that unskilled workers and youth
would be the first to be let go if the mini-
mum wage is increased.  
Vince Passanisi, owner of Santa Fe Im-

porters, an Italian delicatessen at 1401
Santa Fe Ave. in West Long Beach that
began as a food market in 1947, said during
the public forum that he is already making
plans to deal with a higher minimum wage. 
Passanisi, who currently employs about

75 people and manages an Italian food
manufacturing operation, said his company
would see a $770,000 increase in annual
labor costs if the minimum wage were
raised to $15 an hour. To deal with this, he
has already put bids out to automate his
manufacturing.  
With a one-time investment of $1.5 mil-

lion, Passanisi would be able to eliminate
12 to 15 unskilled workers. This would save
him $400,000 minimum per year, he said. 
Passanisi, who added that the workers’

compensation rate for manufacturers is
high at 18.73 percent, said he would also
replace unskilled workers, who live in
Long Beach, with higher-skilled workers,
who live outside of the city and would be
willing to commute. 
“Currently, 90 percent of our skilled

workers come from outside of Long
Beach,” he said. “Our unskilled workers are
Long Beach residents.”
In addition, Passanisi said he would be
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Westside Business Owners Say Raising Minimum Wage 
In Long Beach Would Hit Unskilled Workers The Most

Ron Calkins is owner of 
West Coast Valve Service.

(Photograph by the Business
Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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forced to raise prices by at least 8 percent for
every dollar increase in the minimum wage. 
Representatives of the Magnolia Indus-

trial Group (MIG), a business improvement
district in West Long Beach, meanwhile,
have stated that some industrial businesses
are already considering leaving for other
cities without a minimum wage policy. 
Calkins added that increasing the mini-

mum wage might also deter start-up com-
panies with small margins from setting up
shop in Long Beach.  
Rather than raising the minimum wage,

a better move by government agencies
would be to help create more opportunities
for training in vocational trades, he said,
adding that the area suffers from a shortage
of skilled workers. 
Another issue, Calkins said, is that work

for his business has dropped over the years
since contracts have gone to companies
overseas and other parts of the country with
cheap labor, forcing him to cut his work-
force from 15 to six employees. 
The Metropolitan Water District of

Southern California (MWD), for instance,
turned him down for an offer to manufac-
ture valves that would have been a $1 mil-
lion project and instead went with a
company in China because it was cheaper,
even though lesser quality, he said.   
“If the government is going to do some-

thing, they should require we buy U.S.,”
Calkins said. “We’ve got to be innovative.
We’ve got to create something. We’ve got
to find jobs for our young people. Our fu-
ture is in our youth. They have got to learn
for themselves.” �
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� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

Some of the top restaurant owners in
Long Beach said they can live with a city
law that would raise the minimum wage
only if it involves using a controversial
model called “total compensation” that
would essentially exempt businesses from
paying tipped workers any more than the
state’s minimum wage. 

How this would be done is by allowing
businesses to pay the state’s minimum wage
in hourly pay but also count tips that em-
ployees receive from customers for per-
formance of services as part of wages from
the employer. If an employee doesn’t re-
ceive the city’s mandated minimum wage
after tips are counted, then the employer
would make up the difference.
The only problem is that, so far, no city

Restaurant Owners Push For ‘Total
Compensation’ Model In Potential
Long Beach Minimum Wage Law 

(Please Continue To Top Of Next Page)
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has passed such a law and the state has re-
cently presented a legal objection, stating
that such a provision would violate the
state’s labor code. The California Restau-
rant Association’s (CRA) attorneys, how-
ever, disagree with the state’s opinion and
have presented briefs supporting the ar-
gument that such a model would be legal. 
The reason restaurant owners are calling

on Long Beach city officials to consider
such a model is because tipped employees
currently make the state’s minimum wage
and also take home tips, which aren’t
counted by the state as part of wages from
their employers.
In California and a half dozen other

states in the country, employers are not al-
lowed to use a worker’s tips as credit toward
obligation to pay the state minimum wage,
known as a “tip credit.” In other states, em-
ployers are allowed to do this. In Texas, for
instance, the minimum “tipped wage” is
currently $2.13 an hour.
Since California is a non-tip-credit

state, raising the minimum wage in Long
Beach to $15 an hour, as union-sponsored
groups have proposed, would essentially
allow tipped employees at restaurants, in
some cases, to make upwards of $30 an
hour once tips are factored in. This would
create a large disparity between the front-
end staff, such as waiters and bartenders,
who receive tips, and back-end staff, such
as cooks and dishwashers, who don’t re-
ceive tips, restaurant owners said. 
Restaurant owners add that carving

out tipped employees from a city man-
dated minimum wage law through the
total compensation model would narrow
the gap between the pay differential
among staff and would also help restau-
rant owners from having to raise prices
to cover the cost of the city’s higher min-
imum wage.  
“I think it would play out in the sense

that we wouldn’t have to raise our prices
as much and, therefore, be more compet-
itive with the surrounding cities, such as
Lakewood, Los Alamitos and Seal Beach
that won’t have this,” said Craig Hofman,
president of Signal Hill-based Hofman
Hospitality Group (HHG), which owns
and operates Hof ’s Hut Restaurant &
Bakery chain in Long Beach, Los Alami-
tos and Torrance.
If the minimum wage were increased in

Long Beach without exempting tipped
workers, then HHG, which also owns Lu-
cille’s Smokehouse Bar-B-Que and the re-
cently opened Saint & Second in Belmont
Shore, would likely have to create differ-
ent menus with different prices for loca-
tions in different cities, explained
Hofman, who adds that the minimum
wage should be increased at the state level
to maintain a level playing field. 
Another reaction to the movement to

increase the minimum wage at the city
level, already seen in the Bay Area, is that
restaurant owners may decide to prohibit
tipping altogether to remain price com-
petitive with competing restaurants in
cities without minimum wage laws. 
“I think tipping as we know it will go

away,” said Sam King, co-owner of King’s
Seafood Company, which operates a

chain of restaurants in Southern Califor-
nia, Arizona and Nevada, including
King’s Fish House and 555 East in Down-
town Long Beach. 
In addition, some restaurants may not

choose to move to Long Beach if the city
council passes a minimum wage law
without exemptions, he said.
In fact, King, who supports a total com-

pensation model, said he decided to pass
on adding new locations in Seattle, where
its city council mandated that its mini-
mum wage be increased to $15 an hour in
increments by 2017. Studies have already
come out claiming that restaurant jobs
there have decreased in Seattle and have
increased in surrounding cities without
minimum wage policies.  
“We looked at restaurant locations in

Seattle and we actually decided we were
not going to do a restaurant there because
of [the] minimum wage,” King said. “We
actually have three terrific opportunities
there, and we decided not to pursue that
market because they have a minimum
wage increase.”
Long Beach, however, would essentially

become a test case for a total compensation
minimum wage policy if proposed since

currently no other city in the state has
passed such a law. 
Most recently, after the City of Sacra-

mento initially proposed the model as part
of a law to raise its minimum wage to
$12.50 an hour by 2020, the California
Legislative Counsel’s office shot the idea
down by issuing a written legal opinion in
October, stating that such a proposal would
be “preempted by state law” and that tips
are the “sole property” of employees.  
Still, the CRA’s lawyers have presented

legal briefings challenging the state’s
legal objection.  
Long Beach City Attorney Charlie

Parkin told the Business Journal that the
Long Beach City Council has yet to re-
quest that his office opine on whether a
total compensation model would be legal.
Although courts have yet to officially rule
on whether such a model is preempted by
state law, such a proposal may likely open
the city up to litigation, he said.
Parkin added that it’s also important to

specify the definition of total compensation,
which may also include allowing businesses
to count benefits, commissions and tips as
wages, adding that it’s unclear how employ-
ers would make such a calculation. �
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City Council Should Delay Vote On
Minimum Wage Until It Gets All The
Facts And Understands Implications
Since 74 Percent Of Long Beach Workers Don’t Live In City,

Who Really Benefits? Residents Will Be Hit With Higher Costs.
Elected Officials Always Talk Transparency, So Let Them Prove It!

� By GEORGE ECONOMIDES

Publisher’s Perspective

The decision on whether to establish a citywide minimum wage is the most important
economic decision facing Long Beach since its founding more than 125 years ago. 
Councilmembers – many of who will be gone in a few years, if not sooner – should

not decide the fate of more than 11,000 businesses – most of which are small busi-
nesses – without fully understanding the consequences of their action. It’s a decision
that is irreversible. Also, what are the impacts all residents, many of whom are poor?
The best course of action is to delay a decision until:
1. There is a clear understanding of the impact minimum wage ordinances are having

in other cities such as Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle. How are residents affected?
2. Councilmembers talk face-to-face to dozens of business owners in their district to

understand the impacts of establishing a Long Beach minimum wage.
3. Councilmembers – and the community – are provided the “real” results of the sur-

vey of 600 local businesses conducted by the Los Angeles Economic Development Cor-
poration (LAEDC). 
On that latter item, as we have reported previously, the survey released November

13,  is flawed and not representative of the business community make-up. A report sub-
mitted a few days later that was weighted to ensure fair representation of local busi-
nesses is available, but the LAEDC will not release it. 
The question is why not release it? What is being hidden from the public? 
On a related matter, the Business Journal has spoken with a couple of dozen restaurant

owners and we cannot find one who was interviewed as part of the LAEDC survey.
Restaurants may be the most impacted of all the business sectors, so one would think
that their concerns would be represented in the survey. Do elected officials know how
many restaurant owners were interviewed? 
The mayor, councilmembers and city staff – who all freely use the word “trans-

parency” – should insist on LAEDC issuing the weighted report. If they don’t, then this
whole process has been nothing more than a ruse. . . . A cover so they can claim, “Look,
we did a survey, held six meetings, yada, yada, yada.”
If the Long Beach Economic Development Commission, which has been charged

with making a recommendation to the city council, does the right thing and requests a
delay based on what we outlined above and other factors, and the city council ignores
that recommendation, then why should we have city commissions?
Lastly, since three out of four Long Beach workers do not live in the city, who is

really benefitting from setting a minimum wage here? Most of the money from the
wage increase will be spent in other cities, yet the cost increases affect our residents,
many of whom are lower income. More information is needed on these impacts. �

ary 19 to make a final recommendation to
the city council.
The community review process, which

included six public forums, officially
ended after a two-hour meeting of the 11-
member commission at city hall on No-
vember 24. The meeting took place about
10 days after the Los Angeles County
Economic Development Corporation
(LAEDC) released a study, as commis-
sioned by the city council, to analyze the
potential implications of Long Beach
passing a minimum wage law, which has
yet to be proposed. 
During the meeting, the commission

agreed to meet at 4:30 p.m. on December
14, either at the council chambers or on the
third floor of city hall, and sometime in
January to further discuss the issue before
giving formal direction to the city council. 
Commission Chair Frank Colonna, a

former vice mayor/city councilmember
and local real estate agent, indicated at
the meeting that it might take longer to
come up with an official stance on the
complex and critical issue, adding that
other cities are closely watching Long
Beach’s next move.  
“It’s going to be a very interesting se-

ries of maybe weeks or months before we
come to a conclusion,” he said at the end
of the commission meeting. “It’s going to
rely on us to put together a formula that
basically tries to level the playing field
and at the same time works for the best
interests of all of us.”
Similar to previous forums, supporters of

a $15-an-hour minimum wage pushed by
unions across the nation, stated that such
an increase would boost morale, increase
productivity and lift low-wage earners,
mostly in industries such as retail, food
service, warehousing, transportation and
senior homecare services, out of poverty. 
Advocates of a higher minimum wage

also expressed concerns of a high percent-
age of earnings currently going toward
rent, adding that such an increase would
give workers more disposable income and
thus benefit local businesses. 
On the opposite end of the spectrum,

business owners said raising wages to such
a level, even doing so through graduated
annual increments, would result in a flurry
of unintended consequences, including
higher prices for consumers, job losses, au-
tomation replacing workers and a business
exodus to other cities, in addition to youth
and unskilled job seekers being pushed out
of the labor pool.
Business owners have also called for a

higher minimum wage at the state level,
stating that a city mandate would only cre-
ate an unlevel playing field. Business own-
ers have pointed out that the state’s
minimum wage is already scheduled to in-
crease to $10 an hour next month while ef-
forts are afoot to bring a ballot measure
forward next year that would raise it to $15
an hour by 2021. 
Christine Cooper, senior vice president

of LAEDC’s Institute of Applied Econom-
ics, who led the study, summarized the
complexity of the issue, stating that there
would be both pluses and minuses to pass-
ing a city-mandated minimum wage policy. 

Restaurateurs Weigh 
In On Minimum Wage
(Continued From Page 9)

Minimum Wage
Debate Continues
(Continued From Page 1)
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She said so far not enough data is avail-
able to determine the outcome of minimum
wage policies, adding that such a determi-
nation is also difficult to calculate, points
highlighted in the LAEDC study.    
“There are going to be positives and

negatives,” Cooper said. “The difficulty
is in determining what the balance is
going to be in the aggregate outcome.”
The LAEDC study provides worst- and

best-case scenarios using two models–
raising the minimum wage to $12-an-
hour by 2017 and $15-an-hour by 2020.
However, she said both scenarios make
“assumptions” about reactions to raising
the minimum wage. 
The best-case scenario would be that

workers would receive a raise (an addi-
tional $940 a year under the $12 model
for about 33,000 workers and an addi-
tional $5,160 a year under the $15 model
for about 46,000 workers) and be able to
spend money locally, benefiting the local
economy, Cooper said. 
Still, this assumes that businesses are

resilient and can manage their costs with-
out responding negatively by laying off
workers, raising prices or cutting hours,
she said.  
On the flip side, the worst-case scenario

would be that 14,000 workers (under the
$12 model) or up to 20,700 workers
(under the $15 model) in the city would
be at risk of losing their jobs, having
hours cut or being substituted by other
workers, Cooper said. 
This scenario, however, assumes no

cost savings through a more happier and
productive workforce. In addition, those

who say higher wages would make for
happier workers often don’t consider that
lower skilled or less educated workers
would be at risk of falling out of the labor
market, she said. 
Ultimately, however, Cooper said,

“business owners facing an increase in
labor costs are going to have to respond
somehow.” 
She said business owners only have a

handful of responses in their arsenal: rais-
ing prices, taking a hit to profits, requiring
better skilled labor, laying off workers,
eliminating benefits, reducing the pay of
higher-paid employees or cutting costs in
other areas, such as supplies and rent.
Though the study provides some eco-

nomic strategies as potential mitigations
to help employers pay workers more
money, Cooper said, essentially, “there’s
no free lunch.”
After lengthy public testimony, commis-

sioners asked the city attorney’s office to
look into whether it would be legal for the
city to exempt youth or tipped workers
from the higher wage, keeping such work-
ers at the state’s minimum wage level. 
Although state attorneys have recently is-

sued a legal opinion that exempting tipped
employees through a “total compensation”
model would be preempted by state law,
restaurant owners have pushed the idea,
saying it would narrow the gap between the
front-end staff, who receive tips, and the
back-end staff, who don’t. 
At the same time, it was brought up that

raising the minimum wage might also push
youth and unskilled workers out of the
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165 E. 4th St., Downtown Long Beach
562-901-1111 • www.MilanasNewYorkPizzeria.com

Pizza • Pasta • Calzone • Sandwiches • Salads • Wings

Order Online • Catering • Gift Cards Available
Craft Draft Beers • Wine Specials Daily 
Vegan and Gluten Free Now Available!

Open Daily for Lunch & Dinner

Milana's New York Pizzeria is an authentic NY Pizzeria. It’s not just in our name.
We use family recipes that have been handed down for generations. Everything is
made fresh from our dough to our mozzarella, tomatoes and pizza sauce. Our special
marinara sauce is cooked for 5 hours – just like on Sunday dinner. We made our
pizzas just like in New York – We have one size pie, thin crust and creative. We don’t
believe you should “bury” your pie with toppings and hide the best part – the crust,
sauce, and cheese. Come and try real NY Pizza!
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labor market, as this demographic of
worker would be competing against more
employees drawn by higher wages and
would also be the first to go. 
Lisa Ramelow, owner of La Strada, an

Italian restaurant in Belmont Shore, said
during public comment, for instance, that
she would raise prices and lay off teenage
staff members if the city passed a higher
minimum wage.  
“The first thing I would do besides rais-

ing prices . . . is I would have to eliminate

all of my 16-, 17- and 18-year-olds,” she
said. “I could never afford to pay them
$15 an hour. I don’t think of them as sec-
ond class, but they are unskilled workers
just starting out.”  
Commissioner Robert “Bobby” Olvera,

Jr., president of the International Long-

shoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union
(ILWU) Local 13, who stated the state-
mandated $9-an-hour minimum wage is
unacceptable for the city, questioned
whether there is any evidence of business
closures or mass layoffs after city-man-
dated minimum wage policies have been
imposed in other municipalities.
Cooper didn’t respond directly but said

that no business owner necessarily “wants
to let their staff go or would like to leave
the City of Long Beach,” however, ulti-
mately a “calculation” has to be made. 
She added that raising the minimum

wage would likely impact “those most
vulnerable” to being unemployed, includ-
ing youth, unskilled workers and those
with barriers to employment, such as ex-
offenders. 
Cooper said that, as an economic devel-

opment professional, her assessment is
that “there’s a high correlation between
education and wages.”
Still, some speakers used the LAEDC’s

own study to advocate for a city-mandated
minimum wage hike in Long Beach. 
Steve Askin, a Long Beach resident and

research coordinator for the Service Em-
ployees International Union (SEIU), a
major backer of the “Fight for $15” cam-
paign, noted that the study included a sur-
vey of 600 businesses in the city, showing
a small percentage indicated they would
respond negatively by cutting jobs and
zero said they would leave the city. 
Business Journal Publisher George

Economides, however, has challenged the
findings, noting in a detailed analysis that
the LAEDC’s survey results were skewed
because the consultants gave equal weight
to large businesses with 100 plus employ-
ees and small businesses with fewer than
20 employees, despite the fact that 84 per-
cent of businesses in Long Beach are
small businesses. Companies which do
surveys have told the Business Journal
that the best way to ensure accurate find-
ings in this or other surveys is to weight
the survey so it reflects the audience.
Told of Askin’s comment, Economides

said, “That is precisely why the survey re-
sults – the weighted results – must be pre-
sented. He just made our case. The
analysis is skewed. Small businesses are
not adequately represented in the results
as submitted – not even close. This is re-
ally a farce. Everyone – the mayor, coun-
cilmembers, city staff and
commissioners – who buy off on this sur-
vey as presented should be ashamed of
themselves. They are throwing small
businesses under the bus simply to ap-
pease unions. Since the weighted data is
available, why not release it? What are
they afraid of? What are they hiding?”
“I’m really disgusted that city officials

are knowingly accepting faulty data. It is
simply unethical. Now I wonder what
other things are being done in this city
that are not above board.”
Questioned about the survey results by

Commissioner Becky Blair, a commer-
cial real estate broker and former Long
Beach planning commissioner, Cooper
stood by the accuracy of the results. She
said that, although an overwhelming ma-
jority of businesses in the city are small
businesses, they only represent about 25
percent of the actual employment, adding
that the business survey was “compre-
hensive” and “invaluable” to inform the
commission. 
“It’s also important to remember that

large businesses are large employers and
we have to understand how they’re going
to react as well to the minimum wage,”
Cooper said. 
Blair also asked whether Long Beach’s

business makeup, mostly small busi-
nesses, is similar to the City of Los An-
geles or San Francisco, which both have
passed $15-an-hour minimum wage poli-
cies. Cooper said the large cities have a
“very similar” business composition as
Long Beach. 
“This is a nation of small businesses

and small business creation,” she said.  
Commissioners asked city staff to come

back with further analysis, including im-
pact on city employees and business costs
related to the Affordable Care Act, before
a final recommendation is made to the
city council.  
In the meantime, the Long Beach

Council of Business Associations
(COBA), which represents business im-
provement districts in the city, is expected
to release the results of its own survey
sometime this week, the Business Journal
has learned. �
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“The first thing I would do besides raising prices . . . is I would have 

to eliminate all of my 16-, 17- and 18-year-olds. I could never afford 

to pay them $15 an hour. I don’t think of them as second class, 

but they are unskilled workers just starting out.” 

Lisa Ramelow, owner of La Strada restaurant in Belmont Shore
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� By SAMANTHA MEHLINGER

Senior Writer

Following the Long Beach City Coun-
cil’s approval of Los Angeles-based real
estate investment firm Urban Commons
as the new master leaseholder for the
Queen Mary and adjacent acreage, the
company has indicated it will work with
stakeholders and community groups to
develop the property over the next several
years.
“The Queen Mary is a true crown jewel

for both Long Beach and Greater South-
ern California. Urban Commons is ex-
cited to step in to help shape the future of
such a storied landmark,” Taylor Woods,
principal of Urban Commons, told the
Business Journal in an e-mailed state-
ment.
“Upon lease transfer, we will work

closely with The Queen Mary Land De-
velopment Task Force and the greater
community to develop a thoughtful plan
that honors the rich history of the Queen
Mary and addresses any potential con-
cerns from the public,” Woods continued. 
Mayor Robert Garcia announced the

formation of this task force, which is ded-
icated to identifying best uses for the
Queen Mary property, in September. The
group is expected to hold its first meeting
on January 6.
Carlos Torres de Navarra, vice presi-

dent of commercial port operations for
Carnival Cruise Lines, told the Business
Journal via e-mail that his company has
asked to be included in discussions about
the site’s future. Carnival has three cruise
ships that embark on voyages from the
dome adjacent to the Queen Mary.
“We have requested to be part of this

task force in order to comment and add
value as ideas arise,” de Navarra said.
“We are essentially the tenant of the city
and want to continue to add value to the
city and the region.” Garcia’s list of task
force members announced in September

did not include a Carnival representative.
De Navarra continued, “We have been

trying to acquire more of the dome in
order to potentially bring larger ships to
Long Beach in the future. Securing the
rest of the dome is needed to efficiently
operate larger ships that will bring more
guests to the city.”
He indicated that dealing with a new

leaseholder might affect these plans. “It
seems the city has contracted for a new
operator for the Queen Mary – which in
turn would become our new landlord (our

fourth since opening the cruise terminal
in 2003),” De Navarra said. “Thus we are
now back to square one in achieving our
ultimate goal of expanding our operations
in Long Beach.”
Woods indicated his team would work

with Carnival as they determine a develop-
ment strategy for the property. “We are cur-
rently evaluating Carnival Cruise Lines’ use
of the dome structure, and will work closely
with the Carnival team to identify opportu-
nities to support their expanded service in
our redevelopment plans,” he said.

“Urban Commons will implement a
phased approach to development over the
next several years,” Woods explained.
“The first phase will focus on restoring
the beauty of the ship while the second
phase will include building out the 45
acres surrounding the ship to create a
world-class entertainment venue.” He
concluded, “In partnership with the City
of Long Beach, we look forward to
breathing new life into the beloved icon
and shaping the vision for the Queen
Mary’s future.” �
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New Queen Mary Leaseholder, Urban Commons, Promises
Collaboration; Stakeholder Carnival Cruise Lines Seeks Input

Construction Jobs Fair
Tomorrow, December 9,
For Civic Center Project
Plenary Edgemoor Civic Partners

(PECP), the developer of the new Long
Beach Civic Center, is hosting a free job
fair for construction careers tomorrow,
December 9, at the Seaside Ballroom of
the Long Beach Convention & Entertain-
ment Center, 300 E. Ocean Blvd. The
fair, which runs from 9 a.m. to noon, is
part of PECP’s workforce education and
development efforts related to the civic
center project, according to the City of
Long Beach. 
The civic center project is up for a

final vote at the December 15 city coun-
cil meeting. Among the discussion items
are alternatives to rebuilding a new civic
center, the make up of the ownership
agreement and financing obligations.
The city council meeting begins at 5 p.m.
at city hall. �
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� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

The Long Beach City Council voted
unanimously (9-0) at its meeting on De-
cember 1 to further review a plan to de-
commission a mile-long, City of Long
Beach-owned section of the Terminal Is-
land (TI) Freeway from Pacific Coast
Highway to Willow Street in order to turn
the portion of the freeway into a planted
buffer and park space with pedestrian
and bike paths.
The city council agreed to study the so-

called Green TI Transition Plan to come
up with mitigations to environmental and
traffic impacts. The city council agreed
to have the city work with the cities of
Los Angeles and Carson, along with the
local ports to develop a plan for goods
movement without the section of the
freeway.
The city council also agreed to con-

tinue more outreach with stakeholders on
the project while providing a more de-
tailed design and looking into sources of
capital and operational funding for the
project. City staff is expected to report

back to the city council with a progress
report within six months. 
Long Beach city staff has worked with

Los Angeles-based landscape architecture
firm, Melendrez, which has provided ren-
derings of the potential project, to prepare
a preliminary feasibility study and design
concept plan examining the potential de-
commissioning of the 25-acre section of
the TI Freeway.  
The city received a $250,000 grant

from the California Department of Trans-
portation (Caltrans) in 2013 to prepare a
concept plan for the project. The “social

justice” grant directly applies to negative
environmental impacts, such as challeng-
ing air quality and noise from goods
movement in West Long Beach. 
A coalition of port-related businesses and

organizations, including both union labor
groups and international shipping trade as-
sociations, however, have argued that the TI
Freeway is a critical truck route between the
local ports and businesses. The groups state
that the project would actually increase pol-
lution since more trucks would be forced to
drive on local streets and have asked for a
full environmental impact report (EIR). �
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Long Beach City Council Agrees To Further Study Green TI Freeway Plan

This rendering by Los Angeles-based landscape architecture firm Melendrez shows the design for a project to turn a mile-long, City of Long Beach-owned stretch of the Terminal Island (TI) Freeway from Pacific
Coast Highway to Willow Street into a planted buffer and park space with pedestrian and bike paths. (Rendering provided by Melendrez) 

A rendering shows a view of the proposed plan to decommission a 25-acre portion of the Terminal Island (TI) Freeway into a greenbelt with park space along with bike and pedestrian paths. (Rendering
provided by Melendrez)
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That’s the urban coyote narrative as related
by Robert Timm, Ph.D., the retired director
of the University of California (UC) Division
of Agriculture and Natural Resources’ Hop-
land Research & Extension Center, who has
spent his entire career studying and teaching
about wildlife. He has often lent his expertise
to agencies when wildlife and human inter-
actions become problematic, as has been the
case with urban coyotes for the better part of
the past four decades.
Recently, Timm provided formal input to

the City of Long Beach’s Animal Care
Services Bureau, an arm of the Long Beach
Department of Parks, Recreation & Marine,
when it was developing a new Coyote Man-
agement Plan. The Long Beach City Coun-
cil directed animal care services to come up
with a new plan this August after a rash of
reported sightings in the Lakewood Village
neighborhood in the northeastern part of the
city, as well as other areas. 
Coyotes may have originated in the Great

Plains or Southwestern United States, and
are now found in the 48 mainland states of
the U.S., and throughout Canada and Mex-
ico, Timm said in an interview at the Busi-
ness Journal offices. Some argue that
coyotes are moving into urban areas be-
cause humans have taken over their habi-
tats, which may be true in some cases, he
explained. Still, they are much more abun-
dant now than they have ever been.
“The difficulty is there is so little research

on coyotes in suburban and urban areas be-
cause it is so hard to do,” Timm said, ex-
plaining that there are too many variables at
play, such as how coyotes tend to traverse

private property lines and have even been
known to use sewer systems like highways.
“The problem is that coyotes, when they

live in suburban [and] urban areas, typically
find ample food resources and sometimes
are intentionally fed by people,” Timm said.
“Sometimes it’s unintentional – people just
don’t realize that wildlife are making use of
the groceries, pet foods, pets, and the
garbage and the compost piles, while every-
body else is asleep.” These are all attractants
for coyotes, as are bodies of water such as
ponds, birdbaths or pools.
“What happens is there is this habitua-

tion process that is pretty predictable,”
Timm said, referring to a process by which
coyotes become used to urban environ-
ments and the people and their pets that oc-
cupy them. “It’s a series of about seven
steps where they get increasingly bold.”
These steps of behavioral escalation were

first published in 1998 by Timm’s col-
league, Rex Baker, a now-retired professor
from California State Polytechnic Univer-
sity, Pomona, who recently collaborated
with him to provide input to the City of
Long Beach on its Coyote Management
Plan. In 2007, Timm and Baker co-au-
thored a report entitled “A History of
Urban Coyote Problems” through the Uni-
versity of Nebraska. Baker’s steps include:
1. Increased coyote presence on streets

and in yards at night;
2. An increase in coyotes non-aggres-

sively approaching adults and/or taking
pets at night;
3. Coyotes present on streets or in parks

and yards during morning or afternoon
hours;
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4. Coyotes chasing or taking pets in the
daytime;
5. Coyotes attacking or taking pets while

they are on a leash or near their owners, and
coyotes chasing joggers, bicyclists, and
other adults;
6. Coyotes present around children’s play

areas, schools or parks in the midday hours;
7. Coyotes acting aggressively toward

adults in midday hours.
“One of those steps is they start attacking

and killing pets,” Timm said. “When they
start doing that in the daytime, then it be-
comes very problematic and some of those
coyotes are eventually going to become ag-
gressive toward people,” . 
Ted Stevens, manager of Long Beach

Animal Care Services, told the Business
Journal that of the 96 pet attacks associated
with coyotes so far this year, 47 were con-
firmed to be attacks by a coyote. In some
instances, Stevens’ staffers may have been
called to pick up a deceased animal that
was apparently mauled or eaten. In these
instances, the city considers the pet death
to be linked to coyotes. 
The majority of these incidents involved

cats, although some involved dogs. Cats
make easy prey for coyotes, which Timm
said eat just about anything from rats to fruit

to snails. “They actually will kill dogs, and
they will kill dogs larger than they are,” he
said. “They will sometimes gang up on dogs.
I have seen pictures people have shared with
me from Orange County of German shep-
herds that were badly mauled, and even pit
bulls, sometimes. Little dogs and middle-
sized dogs are no match for them at all.”
The city has seen an increase in coyote

sightings and pet-related incidents during
the past two years, Stevens said. He noted
that, since assuming his position four years
ago, coyotes have consistently had a pres-
ence throughout the city. “It kind of moves
around the city to different areas,” he said
of coyote activity. “Last year was the Bel-
mont Shore area and Seal Beach, which is
[also] our jurisdiction. This year it was
Lakewood Village, the 5th District by the
airport. And a couple months ago, Naples.”
There have been no recorded coyote bites

or attacks on people in Long Beach this
year, or in any city records for previous
years, Stevens said. But, in addition to pet
attacks, news of bites and attacks in other
cities may be putting residents on edge, he
speculated. “Obviously we had our issues
here, but because of what happened in
Irvine this summer, everyone is kind of
feeling like we’re next.”
According to Niamh Quinn, Ph.D., the

area vertebrate pest advisor for the Univer-
sity of California South Coast Research and
Extension Center, there were six recorded
coyote bites on humans in Irvine this year. 
In Los Angeles County, there have been

14 coyote bites on humans reported thus far
this year, a public information officer for
the L.A. County Department of Public
Health told the Business Journal via e-mail.
The representative noted that the county
records bites only in cases where skin is
broken, and does not keep data on non-bite
attacks for any animal species.
Coyote attacks on children are not un-

common, according to Timm. “There have
been lots of attacks on small children,
many of which have been interrupted by an
adult who happened to be present and pre-
vented the child from having serious injury
or maybe even being killed,” he said.
“There is pretty strong evidence, and I
think it probably is true in the Kelly Keen
case, that coyotes regard small children as
prey items. They are small enough.” Keen
is the only known human fatality associated
with a coyote attack.
In order to prevent coyote behavior from

escalating to such an aggressive degree,
Timm and Stevens both emphasized that it is
necessary to educate the public about coyote
attractants and to implement hazing meas-
ures. The City of Long Beach Coyote Man-
agement Plan, released in October, places
heavy emphasis on these components. 
The plan contains three main pieces, in-

cluding public education about how to co-
exist with coyotes, enforcing regulations
that prohibit feeding wildlife, and “ensur-
ing public safety by implementing tiered
responses to coyote behavior.”
The city’s plan places strong emphasis on

hazing coyotes in order to deter them from
habituating or developing aggressive be-
havior. Hazing is meant to instill weariness
or fear of humans in coyotes via such meth-
ods as yelling, using noisemakers, throwing
projectiles like cans or sticks, or even
spraying them with hoses.
“If the coyotes are not terribly habituated

around people, hazing may in fact delay
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This map of Long Beach and adjacent cities shows recorded coyote sightings and related incidents as of October 27. This year, many sightings were
clustered in the Lakewood Village neighborhood, shown at upper center, which is bordered to the north by Del Amo Boulevard, south by Carson
Street, west by Lakewood Boulevard and east by Bellflower Boulevard. Green boxes indicate coyote sightings, red indicate a suspected coyote attack,
orange represent pet attacks, purple denote a coyote “threat,” and yellow represent stalking incidents. The map is available at
tsdgis.longbeach.gov/ACSActivity/coyote.html. (Map from Long Beach Animal Care Services)

Ted Stevens is the manager of Long Beach’s Animal Care Services Bureau. He oversaw the develop-
ment of the city’s Coyote Management Plan, and has discretion to authorize the lethal removal of coy-
otes from neighborhoods in certain situations. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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further habituation, or it may cause them to
be somewhat more weary of people,” Timm
said. The longer coyotes remain in urban
areas, which are quite noisy, the more dif-
ficult it is to get them to respond to hazing
techniques, he noted.
“Rex’s [Baker] own experience in the

neighborhood he lives in out in Corona
was some of the coyotes that were out
there early on could be shooed away
fairly easily by noises,” Timm said.
“Then, as the coyotes habituated further
to the environment and got used to the
fact that being in suburbia is kind of
noisy at times, it was less and less easy
to get a reaction out of them. Even when
shooting .22 [rifle] blanks at them, it at
some point didn’t faze them any more,”
he recounted. “They gradually learned

that they owned the neighborhood and
were quite comfortable.”
In a recent experiment in Colorado,

teams of volunteers regularly went out to
local greenbelts and parks where coyotes
had been spotted to haze them, and initially
had good results, Timm said. “They said
the coyote sightings became fewer and
fewer, so they thought it was pretty suc-
cessful,” he explained. “After about four or
six weeks, they stopped the hazing, and two
weeks later a father with two small children
was attacked by coyotes.” He concluded,
“Those animals were already bold enough
that the hazing didn’t make an impact on
them, other than they knew how to avoid
the people who were doing the hazing.”
A previous city coyote management plan

rolled out in Long Beach in 2014, Stevens
said, and the tiered response system has since
been updated to allow coyote removal – trap-
ping and euthanizing a coyote – at a lower
behavioral threshold. “We lowered what con-
stitutes a higher aggressive coyote and low-
ered the threshold for trapping,” he said. 
Now, if there are three confirmed inci-

dents of pet deaths or aggression towards
people within two weeks, “targeted lethal
removal may be implemented,” according
to the plan. If a particularly severe single
incident occurs, Stevens may elect to exe-
cute lethal removal without more docu-
mented incidents, he said.
Under the city’s plan, any documented

attack on a human would result in lethal re-
moval of a coyote.
The city has yet to trap and kill a coyote

due to aggression, Stevens said. But animal
care services does occasionally have to pick
up deceased coyotes that have died of natural

causes or from being hit by vehicles, and it
sometimes has to euthanize sick or injured
coyotes. “We have picked up somewhere
around maybe four to five in the past few
months that have either been dead or we have
had to euthanize because they were injured,”
he said. Annually, his department picks up
anywhere between one to two dozen coyotes
in Long Beach and Seal Beach.
Previous attempts to manage coyote

populations in some areas in L.A. County,
including Griffith Park, have shown that
removing and killing a few coyotes from
an impacted area can deter the animals
from coming into contact with humans and
pets for months, or sometimes years, ac-
cording to Timm. 
“When they start to become pretty bold

around humans . . . if you don’t start think-
ing about removing a few animals selec-
tively, I am not sure what else reverses the
behavior at that time,” Timm said. 
Stevens would advocate for removing a

coyote only if its behavioral threshold met
those identified as level “orange” or “red”
in the city’s plan, which are defined by mul-
tiple pet attacks in a certain time span or an
attack on a person. “If we see one start
reaching this aggression level, we will re-
move a handful of them and try to target the
ones that are causing the problems,” he said.
Some animal rights advocates argue that

coyotes should never be killed. Others
argue that when coyote attacks have oc-
curred, only the offending coyote should be
killed. But that’s incredibly difficult to ex-
ecute, Timm said. “It’s hard to determine
who the bad actors are, because they all
look alike to the average person,” he ex-
plained. DNA may be removed from de-

ceased pets and compared to a coyote to de-
termine if the right one has been caught,
but “that’s very hard to do,” he said. 
“Quite frankly, it becomes political so

fast,” Timm reflected. “Most biologists
have biological answers, but we don’t have
enough training in politics or sociology to
be able to manage it.”
On the one hand, there are owners of pets

who have been attacked or killed, and con-
cerned residents who are emotionally dis-
traught at the prospect of living with coyotes
in their neighborhoods. “I think the driving
force is the people who are having pet loss,
because that is the large number of people
who are seriously impacted as families and
as individuals psychologically,” Timm said.
On the other hand, “You always have

some groups of folks who have plenty of
money and lawyers who say, ‘We don’t
want any coyotes killed for any reason at
all. This is inhumane,’” Timm pointed out. 
The Long Beach City Council, mayor

and city staff members who were present at
the August 11 city council meeting know
these viewpoints are in no short supply in
their city, as representatives from each side
spent hours debating at a meeting that
lasted until around midnight.
The result of that meeting was directing

Stevens and his staff to come up with the
Coyote Management Plan, which Stevens
said took a “a balanced, fair approach.”
Timm, who still lectures and does some

consulting work, said that, even after 27
years working in the UC system, there’s only
one thing he knows for certain about the be-
havior of coyotes. “I have started telling stu-
dents, there is only one rule about coyotes:
there are no rules about coyotes.” �
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Robert Timm, Ph.D., is the retired director of the
University of California’s Hopland Research & Ex-
tension Center. He has authored reports and or-
ganized symposiums about urban coyotes, which
have become a fixture throughout Southern Cali-
fornia and the United States. (Photograph by the
Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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Gallery Corner 
On Saturday, December 12, the East Village Arts District in Downtown will welcome a new gallery to its roster of exhibition

spaces. blu Prints Gallery, located at 300 East 4th Street, Unit 104, will open its doors for the opening reception (4–10

p.m.) and inaugural exhibition. The exhibition features the work of

three artists: Long Beach-based photographer and blu Prints owner

Mile Overlin; Chino Hills-based multi-disciplinary artist Craig Sibley;

and Huntington Beach-based painter Sienna Browne. The works are

an eccentric mix of painting, photography, sculpture and digital art.

Viewers will experience Browne’s humorous paintings inspired by

music, Overlin’s large format photographic prints and Sibley’s mid-

century inspired sculptures and photo-realistic paintings. The recep-

tion will feature live classical music by l’Andretta Duo. For more

information, please contact the gallery at 714-612-1484.

� By By SARAH BENNETT

Arts Council For Long Beach Contributor

S
ublime. Snoop Dogg. Jenni Rivera. Over the last

30 years, Long Beach has been home to some of

the biggest names in popular music – from rock

to rap to regional Mexican genres – and the city is well

known as a hotbed for quality producers, musicians,

singers and more. 

In addition to its legacy of famous musical exports,

however, Long Beach has always had a thriving inde-

pendent music scene, one only recently emerging from

the underground, thanks, in part, to an increase in live

music opportunities that are having a direct positive im-

pact on the city's economic development.

From the annual Summer and Music concert series

(which provides free concerts in the streets of Down-

town) to small venues like Alex's Bar and 4th Street Vine

to monthly art walks that feature hometown musicians,

Long Beach is flush with creative new ways for local

music to be heard.

“It's great for our business. It brings people out,” said

Jim Ritson, owner of wine bar 4th Street Vine, which

hosts intimate shows featuring Long Beach musicians

most nights of the week. “We don't have televisions or

football games. Instead, we have live music.”

4th Street Vine obtained its entertainment permit

after a long application process with the city, which some

live music advocates say could be made easier to encour-

age more businesses to apply. Currently, there are only

a handful of legal venues in the city, with one-off permits

that let businesses, restaurants, bars and public parks

host live music allowed on an occasional basis. 

The community-based Long Beach Music Council is

one group that raises awareness of the need for more

live music in Long Beach, using Austin as an example

of how cities can leverage its independent music scene

as an economic driver. Through area representatives

who act as liaisons between the Council and Long

Beach's diverse neighborhoods, the Council has helped

bring the need for more permissive entertainment

laws to light.

Tokotah Ashcraft, Bixby Knolls’ area representative,

works at the Bixby Knolls Business Improvement Asso-

ciation and selects the bands that are placed inside

businesses and on the sidewalks of Atlantic Avenue as

part of the monthly First Fridays Art Walk. Ashcraft is

also a local concert promoter and has witnessed first-

hand the positive effect local music has on businesses. 

“Music is important to economic development be-

cause it creates opportunities for local musicians to

play and make money in their own city. It also

gives outsiders incentive to come to Long Beach

to discover not only our music scene but other

resources our city offers,” she says. “If Long

Beach continues to foster a positive environment

for musicians to live and work, the city can estab-

lish itself further as a live music destination,

which would generate revenue.”

In November, 4th Street Vine was one of sev-

eral venues used during a three-day independ-

ent music festival called Hustle, which featured

nearly 30 local artists and attracted attendees

from Los Angeles, Orange County and beyond. Hustle

was co-organized by Ritson and Ashcraft and, like

other homegrown concerts and festivals that support

independent music, infused untold dollars into the

local economy. 

“Good business always makes a positive impact. Every

dollar that gets spent in our bar, we pay taxes on. We

hire people who make incomes in the city,” Ritson said.

“The Shoreline and Convention Center bring people to

Long Beach, gives Long Beach a good face and makes

money for the city. You can easily apply that same

tourism logic to music.” �

    The GO! Store: 
Creating 
Entrepreneurs in the 
Disabled Community
� By MONICA FERNANDEZ

Arts & Services For The Disabled

M
akers and entrepreneurs are born from every

branch of our culture. The GO! Store is an example

of how a relatively small group of passionate, ded-

icated, talented and historically marginalized people can

succeed with an inclusive approach to joining the market-

place.

The Go! Store is a micro-enterprise operating under the

umbrella of the non-profit organization, Arts & Services for

Disabled, Inc. (ASD) that supports the creative endeavors of

the developmentally and intellectually disabled community.

Resident artists with disabilities earn a 50% commission

from the sale of each item sold. 

As a non-profit, the shop is an extension of a rigorous cre-

ative arts curriculum that is offered to over 120 individuals

with disabilities daily. It is a place to develop vocational skills

from conceptualization to product development, under-

standing target markets and cost production to name a few. 

As a micro-enterprise, The Go! Store is a place where res-

ident artists with disabilities put into practice their creative

arts skills with the opportunity to create saleable goods to

earn an income. It’s also a place where they can in many

ways shift the tables on disability perception from passive

consumers to active contributors in the community and

marketplace. 

Under The Go! Store model, each resident artist with dis-

abilities has an empowering voice through the creation of

their one of a kind handmade products. As unique as each

resident artist is, each product they make is an extension of

their personality, interests and understanding of what the

market is responding to. 

Resident artists pull from a big toolbox when deciding

what mediums or themes to use when making the next big

idea real. Before deciding on a new product to develop,

artists always approach an idea collaboratively. They con-

sider the individual skills of others to produce the best item

for our customers. Collectively, they come out creating an

item that not only stands alone but also represents the

strengths of each member in the shop. At ASD we feel this

translates to the customer and we are able to provide a rich

story behind the making of each item, making it a unique

handmade wonder that can be shared.

From conversations to curiosities, sometimes simple, at

times thought provoking, the products made for the shop

are always an extension of the very personal experiences

our resident artists share.

Visit The Go! Store at www.gostore.etsy.com. Use dis-

count code SHOPSMALLLB for a 20% discount through De-

cember 28, 2015.

For more information, please contact Monica Fernandez at

562-982-0250 or monicafernandez@artsandservices.com. �

Long Beach’s Next 
Economic Development 
Gold Mine: Live Music 

Tijuana Panthers at Fingerprints

Rudy  De Anda at Alex’s Bar
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Making The 
Holidays 
Greener 

By Reducing,
Reusing And 
Recycling

‘If It’s Ooey, Gooey Or Chewy,
Then It Does Not Belong 

In The Recycling.”

� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

The holiday season often brings cheer
and togetherness, but it also generates a lot
of waste.
On a national scale, Americans produce

about 1 million more tons of waste, about
a 25 percent increase, between Thanksgiv-
ing and New Year’s Day, according to the
United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). 
In Long Beach, the city handles about

200 to 250 extra trash truck loads in De-
cember alone, a nearly 15 percent increase,
and collects about 250 tons of Christmas
trees each year to be recycled, said Jim
Kuhl, director of the Long Beach Environ-
mental Services Bureau.
“If there’s anything residents and busi-
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Pictured from left are: Long Beach Environmental Services Bureau Recycling Specialist Leigh Behrens; Long Beach Environmental Services Bureau Recycling
Specialist Elisa Calderon, Long Beach Environmental Services Bureau Director Jim Kuhl; and Janine Hamner, manager of municipal and community relations
for Waste Management, Inc. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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nesses can do to reduce their [waste]
footprint, the earth would appreciate
that,” he said.
Since the recession, people have contin-

ued to take steps to reduce consumption dur-
ing the holidays as a way to save money, said
Janine Hamner, manager of municipal and
community relations for Texas-based Waste
Management, Inc., which provides recycling
services for the City of Long Beach.
“The overall volume of materials is down,

and it’s down pretty significantly,” she said.
“Part of what that says is people just aren’t
buying as much . . . More and more people
are really thinking about reducing their
overall consumption and reusing what they
can, and then, with those things that they
have, recycling as much as they can.”
While recycling is embraced more these

days, people in recent years have started
to pay less attention to what belongs in the
recycling bin versus the trash can, partly
because recycling has become more diffi-
cult for people with busier lifestyles,
Hamner said.    
“For the first time in probably 40 years,

we have seen an uptick in the amount of
stuff that is recyclable ending up in the
trash,” she said. “Part of it is that people in
our modern-day society have become more
and more busy, our lives have become more
and more hectic, and recycling has become
more and more complicated, honestly.”
During the holidays, residents and busi-

nesses are encouraged to follow an old but
simple rule: reduce, reuse and recycle. The
phrase, known as the “Three Rs,” is in hi-
erarchical order of waste-diversion effec-
tiveness, Hamner explained.     

“We are starting to do a lot of work with
our communities, reeducating people and
taking it back to the basics,” she said. “We
would encourage you to go back to school
and remember those three Rs.” 
One way to reduce waste, Hamner said,

is to buy gifts or holiday decorations with
less packaging. 
“If you’re looking for holiday gifts or

looking for things for your home or holiday
decorations, a great way to sort among po-
tential things to buy is to look at the kind and
volume of packaging that things come in,”
she said. “If you’re ordering stuff online,
check that box that says, ‘bundle packages
together,’ because then things will come in
one box as opposed to multiple boxes.”
People can also cut down on waste by

saving wrapping paper, gift bags, packages
and decorations to reuse them for multiple
holidays or another occasion as opposed to
buying new each year, which ultimately
saves money, Hamner said.  
“Rather than ripping your holiday paper

to shreds in the excitement of holiday morn-
ing unwrapping, you could do it a little more
carefully and save some of that wrapping
paper to use it again next year,” she said. 
Another solution for making the holidays

more sustainable is to rent a living Christ-
mas tree rather than buying a cut one,
which has to be hauled in from other states
only to be turned into mulch.  
One local operation that rents out living

Christmas trees is The Living Christmas
Co., based in Redondo Beach. Founded in
2008 by Scott Martin, better known as
“Scotty Claus,” the company rents out live
Christmas trees and then brings them back

to a nursery, where they continue to grow,
repurposing local industrial land. Once the
trees have outlived their use as Christmas
trees (reaching about 15 feet), they’re do-
nated to local urban forestation projects. 
Martin, who has seen his business grow

since appearing on the TV show Shark Tank
in which he received a $150,000 investment
from businessman and Dallas Mavericks
owner Mark Cuban, said renting living
Christmas trees is more sustainable for the
environment and a better use of resources
than buying cut trees that are trucked in
mostly from Oregon and Washington. 
“You’re transporting resources from one

part of the country to another,” Martin said.
“From an ecological standpoint, being able
to grow trees locally and plant them so they
can grow is a better use of resources.”
He said living Christmas trees are also an

ecological alternative to artificial trees,
which are often made out of petroleum-
based, non-recyclable material that become
a liability for future generations. 
Martin added that his company, which

hires local veterans and low-income resi-
dents to transport trees during the holidays,
also offers its own line of eco-friendly or-
naments and recycled wrapping paper,
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Scott Martin, better known as “Scotty Claus,” founded The Living Christmas Co., which is based in Re-
dondo Beach, in 2008 as an operation that rents out living Christmas trees as an ecological alternative
to cut or artificial trees. After the potted trees are used for Christmas, they are brought back to a nursery,
where they continue to grow. Once the trees have lived out there use, they are donated to local urban
forestation projects. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan) 

(Please Continue To Top Of Next Page)
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available for purchase online at www.liv-
ingchristmas.com.   
“We want to redefine what it really

means to have a living Christmas,” he said.
“Everything has a storyline and a lifeline.”
For residents who choose to buy regular

cut Christmas trees this season, however,
the City of Long Beach is scheduled to
pick up trees left out near trash cans on
Saturday, January 9, and offers free drop-
off locations throughout the city from De-
cember 26 to January 8.  
As for recycling other materials, Hamner

said people should be aware that recy-
clables are typically bottles, cans, plastic
and paper, including cardboard boxes.
However, materials that become soiled with
food, such as oily pizza boxes, can’t be re-
cycled and belong in the trash. 
“It’s all about the state of affairs,” she

said. “The rule of thumb we always talk
about is, if it’s ooey, gooey or chewy, then
it does not belong in the recycling.” 
E-waste is also a major contributor to the

holiday waste stream as people take advan-
tage of holiday savings to upgrade electronic
devices, said Elisa Calderon, recycling spe-
cialist for the Long Beach Environmental
Services Bureau. She notes that it is illegal
to throw away electronics in the trash since
they are considered hazardous waste and
must be disposed of properly.
Calderon said more than 75 tons of e-

waste was dropped off at the EDCO House-
hold Hazardous Waste (HHW) collection
center in Signal Hill last year while an ad-
ditional 63 tons of e-waste was collected
throughout Long Beach either as dumped
items or through service requests. �
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Long Beach 
Surpasses State’s
Water Conservation

Mandate For 
Five Consecutive
Months This Year

� By SEAN BELK

Staff Writer

For five months in a row, the City of
Long Beach has exceeded the state’s man-
dated standard for the cumulative conser-
vation of water this year, despite little rain
and record-breaking heat in October, ac-
cording to city officials. 
The city, however, still urges residents and

businesses to continue water-rationing ef-
forts through winter, as heavy rains from an
anticipated El Niño aren’t expected to en-
tirely reverse California’s historic drought,
now entering its fifth consecutive year. 
“Conservation needs to be permanently

integrated into our community’s lifestyle,”
said Mayor Robert Garcia in a statement
from the Long Beach Water Department
(LBWD). “We have to keep saving even
during these projected wet winter months.”
As part of a state directive to address the

drought, the State Water Resources Con-
trol Board (SWRCB) has mandated cities
meet a water conservation standard that
compares water usage with 2013 levels
through February of next year.
From June to October of this year, Long

Beach has exceeded its standard of 16 per-

cent reduction, according to the LBWD.
Data shows that, although water conserva-
tion for October was down compared to
previous months, Long Beach still sur-
passed the state’s mandate, if by a small
margin, coming in at 16.3 percent. 
LBWD officials state that in October the

city used about 4.457 acre-feet of water, the
lowest water usage since 1963, even with
higher-than-average temperatures. The
months that the city had the highest water
reduction rates were June and July, with 19
percent reduction for both months. 
In an interview with the Business Journal,

Christopher Garner, general manager of
LBWD, credits Long Beach’s strong water
conservation record to the city’s efforts to
promote water rationing early on through cre-
ative marketing tools developed by LBWD. 
“Long Beach Water has been pushing con-

servation for several years now so I think it’s
in the consciousness of the residents and busi-
nesses of Long Beach,” he said. “I think we’re
a little bit ahead of the state in that regard.”
Most recently, LBWD’s “Mission H2O

LB” water conservation campaign aims to
help the city use water efficiently, meet the
state’s target and “still enjoy the commu-
nity’s lifestyle,” according to city staff. 
Residents can visit LBWD’s website,

www.lbwater.org, to calculate their water
usage to see if they meet the state mandate,
take a pledge to save water and listen to
song playlists by two local bands as a re-
minder to take a “one-song shower.”
Garner reiterated the need to continue

conserving water through winter months,
adding that, during a major rainstorm, resi-
dents and businesses are encouraged to turn
sprinkler systems off and leave them off for
at least a week thereafter.
“I’m afraid people assume that now that

we’re hopefully through the hot spell and out
of summer that they can ease up on water con-
servation, but to meet our mandate from the
governor and the state we really need people
to continue throughout the winter,” he said.
According to October data from the Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) Climate Prediction Center,
“wetter-than-average conditions” are pre-
dicted for Southern California and other parts
of the state in December through February.
NOAA states that wet weather, expected to
firmly touch down by the end of January, will
likely improve the state’s dry conditions but
won’t completely reverse the drought. 
Garner noted that Long Beach has a di-

verse mix of residential and commercial
properties, ranging from large, single-fam-
ily homes on the eastside to multi-family
complexes and industrial buildings in other
parts of the city. 
The amount of water wasted in the city is

miniscule compared to other communities
in Los Angeles County where owners of
large residential properties have money to
pay for excessive water use, he added. 
Matt Lyons, director of planning and con-

servation for LBWD, said Long Beach
homeowners are quick to fix any leaks or
correct any water-wasting issues after the
city issues a warning. The city has only had
to resort to fining customers about 15 times
in the last three to four years, which is small
compared to other cities, he said. 
“The people of Long Beach, I think it can

generally be said, have stepped up with respect
to water conservation without us having to
threaten them or fine them,” Lyons said. “Al-
most everybody is trying to do the right thing.”
He pointed out that the city has a pilot

program where 260 customers have agreed
to have smart water meters installed to track
their water usage and to identify any leaks
through a registry. 

Upgrading Irrigation Systems
The city is also doing its part to conserve

water by working with landscape irrigators
at parks, schools and commercial businesses
to apply industry standards as to how much
water is being used per square feet, Lyons
said. Hundreds of antiquated irrigation sys-
tems throughout the city still have yet to be
upgraded with new technology, he added. 
Stephen Scott, interim director of the

Long Beach Department of Parks, Recre-
ation and Marine, said the city is moving
forward with major projects to make irriga-
tion infrastructure more efficient at
Heartwell Park and Stearns Park.
“We want to use every single drop of

water as efficiently and as effectively as
possible, so improvements like this help us
to work towards those objectives,” he said. 
The projects, which are currently in the

design phase, involve replacing old, manual
irrigation systems with new, automated
ones with remote-controlled technology
with program software that detects precipi-
tation, humidity and temperature. 
Both projects are on the same track to go

out for bid and begin construction in the
coming months, said Kelly Parkins, park
maintenance superintendent. 
Scott said about half of the nearly 1,300

acres of groundcover the city irrigates is ir-
rigated with reclaimed water while the other
half sources potable water. He said the city
is also replacing grass in some park areas
with drought-tolerant landscaping and
mulch while making sure roots of stressed
trees are receiving water. �
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“Unlike any other facility in the country,
we’re looking at making all spaces avail-
able to our clients,” convention center Gen-
eral Manager Charlie Beirne said during an
interview with Goodling and the Business
Journal at his office. 
“By activating spaces, we want them to

be turnkey,” Goodling said. “If you would
throw your own party, you’d easily spend
$100,000 with lighting and trusses and
everything else. Now, all you have to do is
tell us, ‘Turn it on,’ and it’s done.”
The CVB and convention center manage-

ment are working together to activate more
spaces within the convention center, includ-
ing the Terrace Theater lobby and plaza. 
“What we have done in the Terrace The-

ater is, in the lobby we have put in five
trusses, which are on motors, [and] which
we will be able to bring up and down from
the ceiling,” Beirne said. Railings on the
staircase in the lobby are now detachable so
they can be removed, effectively creating a
tiered stage for special events. Sound sys-
tems and contemporary chandeliers are also
being installed. Combined, these features
make the space turnkey-ready for special
events such as speaking events, dinners,
galas, pageants, receptions and more.
The exterior of the Terrace Theater is

also going to be treated with theatrical
lighting trusses underneath the lip of its
roofline, Goodling said. “Then we are
going to be lighting up the rest of the plaza
as well,” he added. “Our goal is to create a
Rockefeller Plaza-type experience, with
bright lights and a lot of things happening.”

Beirne said the upgrades would facilitate
events flowing indoors from the lobby out-
side onto the plaza. He noted that the con-
vention center has obtained an ABC license
to serve alcoholic beverages on the plaza, so
private events with bars can be set up outside. 
National associations, which are often

based in colder climates, particularly like
this concept as it affords an opportunity
to take advantage of temperate California
weather with added ambiance, Goodling
pointed out.

Beneath the Terrace Theater plaza is a
portion of Seaside Way, fronted on one side
by a parking structure and, on the other, by
the entrance to the convention center’s Sea-
side Ballroom. Capped by the underbelly
of the plaza, the space is known for being
a bit dim and bare. But not for much longer.
The addition of a pedestrian bridge, a

project by the City of Long Beach, will
eventually connect the Terrace plaza to
the Promenade. Renderings in Beirne’s
office reveal how the entrance to the Sea-

side Ballroom will be transformed with
the bridge running above it.
The tops of the bridge’s support pillars

will be decked out with porous design fea-
tures encapsulating LED lights. The result-
ing patterned light effect will resemble
professional stage lighting, Goodling ex-
plained. More lighting will hang from
metal railings sculpted in the shape of cur-
rents, and images of jellyfish and sea
urchins will add to an aquatic ambiance in
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Plans to update the entrance to the Seaside Ballroom on Seaside Way include installing current-shaped railings for theatrical lighting, contemporary light
fixtures and other design features beneath the Terrace Theater plaza. The design allows for the section of Seaside Way fronting the ballroom to be closed off
for special events. (Image provided by the Long Beach CVB)
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the space. Additionally, new, contemporary
chandeliers will “create an avant-garde
look” at the entryway to the ballroom,
Goodling said.
“The nice thing is that we’re going to

have it lit all year round,” Goodling said of
the Seaside Way improvements. He noted
that this also improves the visual appeal
and safety of the area.
The revamped space beneath the plaza

on Seaside Way may be blocked off for par-
ties or events. Beirne envisions corporate
events and convention or trade show recep-
tions taking place in the revamped space.
Goodling chimed in that the space might
open up new markets that haven’t used the
convention center before.

The improvements to the Terrace Theater
lobby and plaza, and to the entryway to the
Seaside Ballroom, cost about $1 million in
total. These projects follow on the heels of
the proven success of the Pacific Room at
the Long Beach Arena, which two years
ago debuted with a theatrical, lattice grid
truss system for lighting, curtains and dec-
orative orbs that has created built-in flexi-
bility and cost savings for events clients.
“It’s a proven commodity now,” Beirne

said of the Pacific Room. Since opening
in November 2013, the Pacific Room has
generated $104.1 million in economic im-
pact associated with its events, as well as
$40 million more in tentative business.
The Pacific Room has more than paid for
itself – convention center renovations, in-
cluding those to the Long Beach Arena,
cost $40 million. �
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Creating turnkey event spaces is key focus for Long Beach Convention & Entertainment Center General
Manager Charlie Beirne, left, and Long Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau President and CEO Steve
Goodling. The two are leading efforts to incorporate theatrical lighting and sound systems into spaces
at the convention center such as the Terrace Theater lobby and plaza, and the entrance to the Seaside
Ballroom. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

Beach is at a ceiling,” he said. “Although
[occupancy] could go higher, there’s no
basis to indicate that it will . . . It certainly
is [at] a peak.”
Baltin said hotels are expected to in-

crease room rates next year partially be-
cause Long Beach is still a “good value” for
visitors compared to other destinations,
even within Los Angeles County. 
He attributes the strong occupancy this

year to successful efforts by the Long Beach
Area Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB)
to market Long Beach as a destination city.
In addition, $40 million in renovations at

the Long Beach Convention & Entertain-
ment Center, including the new Pacific
Ballroom that features a tension-grid sys-
tem and moveable floor-to-ceiling curtain
walls for accommodating a variety of dif-
ferent groups and events, has also attracted
new convention business, Baltin said.    
“It’s a very attractive convention center for

medium-size groups at this point,” he said.
Baltin added that an increase in leisure

travelers and international business
throughout L.A. County in addition to more
port-related business and growth in other

industries has helped boost hotel occupancy
in the city this year as well.
Some developers are looking to build new

hotels, including possibilities downtown and
a new hotel slated for the Douglas Park area
adjacent to the Long Beach Airport; how-
ever, nothing is definite yet, he said.  
Many hotels throughout Long Beach

have invested in renovations, partially to
justify higher room rates, as demand con-
tinues to be strong, Baltin said.   
Hyatt The Pike Long Beach, for instance,

is finishing a new fitness center in coming
days at a cost of nearly $500,000, said Gen-
eral Manager Tim Meyer, who also oversees
the Hyatt Regency Long Beach.
The hotel has already completed new in-

terior designs and painting while adding
new pool furniture this year, he said. Meyer
said the hotel contracted an artist to paint
new artwork “unique to the hotel” that will
be installed today, December 8.
As for business, Meyer said occupancy at

the hotel has increased this year over last
year, adding that, “2015 has been a very
good year in Long Beach.” 
Looking long term, he predicts sales will

grow further as the city officials are com-
mitted to support the industry to “keep

Reimagining The Center
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Long Beach a spotlight in California as one
of the leading cities in the market” while
revitalizations move forward downtown
and around the convention center.  
“I think the city is still on the cusp of

some really positive changes that will con-
tinue to influence our industry long term,”
Meyer said. “You can see it and feel it.”
Kristi Allen, general manager of Hotel

Maya – a Double Tree by Hilton, located
across the harbor at 700 Queensway Dr.,
said the hotel fully renovated all guest
rooms this year, adding hardwood floors,
hand-carved wood doors and double-paned,
fully retractable windows and doors. 
She said the hotel also completed a $4

million renovation that included building a
new event space called “Lagunita,” a
6,800-square-foot waterfront event pavil-
ion, and a 10,000-square-foot outdoor
event space called “Vista del Mar.” 
Allen said demand this year was partially

driven by corporate business that has
picked up significantly since the recession. 
“You could tell that companies were

spending money again on meetings and
events as well as business travel,” she said. 
While the hotel is mostly considered a

“stay-cation destination hotel” for the L.A.
and Orange County areas, it has seen cor-
porate and group market return in full
swing this year, Allen said. As for next year,
Hotel Maya is pacing “extremely strong”
to see its “best year ever,” she said.  
Long Beach overall, however, is still con-

sidered a “second-tier” city in the hospital-
ity industry when compared to Los Angeles
and San Diego, for instance. This is the rea-
son why hotel room rates are nearly $200
more in those “first-tier” cities, Allen said. 
Still, even though Long Beach doesn’t

have the same rate structure, it shares the
same costs that continue to rise, including
those in benefits, health care and, possibly,
wages, she said. As unions push to increase
the minimum wage in Long Beach, hotels
could lose business to other first-tier cities
if rates rise too high, Allen said.   

She added, however, that Long Beach has
great potential, especially with new devel-
opments in the works near the Queen Mary
and downtown in addition to rebranding the
Pike as an outlet mall. 
John Jenkins, general manager of the

Queen Mary, which has been taken over by
a new master lessee, Los Angeles-based
Urban Commons, LLC, said the ship’s hotel
has seen occupancy a little stronger this
year than in 2014. He added that the hotel
had decent growth in its room rates as well. 
For next year, Jenkins said the hotel will

continue to see growth in its group market
while continuing to see demand from na-
tional and international tourism driven by
the ship’s events and attractions. 
With the new master lessee coming on

board, the ship is considering renovations
to the hotel possibly next year, with the
possibility of new events to be announced
in the first quarter, he said. 
In Downtown Long Beach, meanwhile,

the Courtyard by Marriott is expected to
have completed the multi-million-dollar
room renovation by Christmas, said the
hotel’s general manager, Silvano Merlo. 
The renovations are part of plans to repo-

sition the hotel to attract a younger clientele,
with a nautical theme and hardwood floors
to give it more of a residential look, he said.
“The ownership has decided to take a

bold approach into repositioning,” Merlo
said. “We want to appeal to a specific clien-
tele . . . It’s not your stereotypical branded
hotel concept.”
He said the James Republic restaurant of

the hotel has become an anchor to the East
Village Arts District since opening in 2013.
Merlo said the repositioning also included
renovations to the hotel’s lobby last year. 
Holiday Inn Long Beach Airport, mean-

while, is undergoing a more long-term ren-
ovation project that includes
“reenvisioning” the hotel’s iconic landmark
tower built in 1968, said the hotel’s general
manager, Robert Smit. 
“We’re making the hotel more relevant in

today’s market,” he said, adding that reno-
vations will continue for the next two years. 
Smit said the hotel has plans to demolish

a portion of its west-wing, exterior corridor
building next year. Construction will then
begin on a 125-room Staybridge Suites,
14,000 square feet of new meeting space
and a new restaurant and bar concept. Smit
said he expects the new hotel rooms to be
completed by the end of 2017.  
The Holiday Inn, meanwhile, has been

under renovation since April, with many

rooms out of service, which has de-
creased occupancy, he said. Still, Smit
said occupancy and room rates should in-
crease next year.   
“We’re anticipating a very good 2016 as

we finish renovations,” he said. “Once we
complete the whole campus, this will be a
really exciting place to have a function, a
stay, or leisure activities . . . We have all the
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Tim Meyer, pictured at right, is general
manager of the Hyatt Regency Long
Beach, located at 200 S. Pine Ave. and
adjacent to the Long Beach Convention
& Entertainment Center. The hotel offers
528 guestrooms, the most of any hotel
in the city, and 20 suites. Meyer also
oversees the nearby Hyatt the Pike Long
Beach at 285 Bay St. It has 138 gue-
strooms, 11 suites and a specialty pre-
mier suite. (Photograph by the Business
Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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By SAMANTHA MEHLINGER

Senior Writer

When the Long Beach Convention &
Visitors Bureau gives a presentation,
don’t expect a lone sales person at the
head of a room, tucked behind a podium,
doling out the least boring bits of a Pow-
erPoint Presentation. Rather, when the
CVB shows up for a sales pitch, they
come armed with representatives from all
the teams on staff – sales, marketing, pub-
lic relations, social media and manage-
ment. And, on sales missions where big
bucks are at stake, Mayor Robert Garcia,
and in previous years former Mayor Bob
Foster, has even been known to make ap-
pearances. 
It’s this well-oiled machine that is ded-

icated to bringing convention and tourism
business to Long Beach, and the numbers
show that it’s working. 
Transient occupancy tax, revenue for

the City of Long Beach generated by
hotel room night stays, has increased by
$6 million over the past five years, ac-
cording to the CVB. Hotel occupancy is
now at about 79 percent – the highest it
has been in years. 
The success of the Pacific Room at the

Long Beach Arena, which is just a portion
of the convention center’s business, has
alone generated an estimated $104.1 mil-

lion in estimated economic impact for the
city due to events held there over the past
two years.
To shed some light on how they bring

in business to Long Beach to fill hotels,

attend conventions, visit attractions and
more, CVB staffers let the Business Jour-
nal in on their inner workings.

Sales
he CVB’s sales team, headed by
Executive Vice President Iris

Himert, has representatives placed in key
markets throughout the country, as well
as within Long Beach. In addition to the
daily efforts of these staff members, every
year the CVB travels on sales missions to
its largest customer markets, including
Washington, D.C., Chicago, Sacramento
and San Francisco, to try to win business
for Long Beach.
The CVB has four sales representatives

in Washington D.C., which happens to be
its largest sales mission destination due to
the high volume of national groups head-
quartered there. “That’s where most of the
business is located,” Himert said. “It is
the mecca of associations.” The CVB also
has one sales representative for the Mid-
west, one in the Southwest, one in San
Francisco and another in Washington
State.
“We have people in markets in those

areas because we believe strongly that
they can have easier access to the people
who are our prime target customers,”
Himert explained.

Daily, the national sales team is on the
phone gathering leads on new convention
and meeting business, and putting to-
gether bids in partnership with hotels
based in Long Beach. “We are sort of like
the broker between the customer and our
hospitality partners,” Himert said.
The CVB brings those partners with

them on sales missions. “We really have
good working relationships with all of our
hospitality partners, so they tag along
with us,” Himert said. 
A great deal of due diligence goes into

planning for sales missions, which are
costly endeavors. Essential to the sales
team’s strategy on these missions is find-
ing unique venues to host their events to
stand out among the competition. For ex-
ample, on a recent sales mission, the CVB
brought clients to Saks Fifth Avenue. 
“We had an event at Saks Fifth Avenue,

which was attended by almost 50 top
clients, on how to pack so that you can
dress from morning to evening at special
events, and how to accessorize,” Himert
said, noting that this topic appealed to the
group of professionals.
At these events, clients also watch the

CVB’s promotional videos about Long
Beach, its convention center, and hospi-
tality and travel options. “It is all about
relationships. If somebody has a relation-
ship with you and . . . for instance, say
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The staff of the Long Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau is dedicated to attracting visitors to Long Beach for conventions, meetings and leisure. Pictured in the back row, from left, are: Quentin Roberts, vice
president of sales; Jennifer Kohatsu, national sales director; Pauline Taylor, sales coordinator; Jenni Pearl, senior convention services manager; Jeff Forney, vice president marketing and membership; Nicole
Zylstra, digital communications manager; Jan Miller, membership director; Gary Watters, sales coordinator; Susan Valen, national sales director; Paul Romero, senior national sales director; Loren Simpson,
digital communications manager; Kelly DeSimas, sales coordinator; Barbi Mason-Ajemian, CMP, vice president convention services. Pictured in the front row, from left, are: Bob Maguglin, director of public
relations; Kathy Ford, sales coordinator; Jaime Dominguez, social media coordinator; Steve Goodling, president and CEO; Heather Gonzalez, national sales director; Iris Himert, executive vice president; Lilian
Olguin, sales coordinator; Cindy Robbins, controller; Sarah Nguyen Noh, executive assistant. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

How The Convention & Visitors Bureau Is Growing Interest
In Long Beach As A Convention And Tourism Destination

Sean Maddock, left, regional director of opera-
tions for Evolution Hospitality, works with Long
Beach Convention & Visitors Bureau President and
CEO Steve Goodling as the new chair of the
CVB’s board of directors. Evolution Hospitality is
the operations firm for the Queen Mary. (Photo-
graph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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they have four or five other cities that
they are looking at that are equal to Long
Beach, it is oftentimes the strong rela-
tionship that will carry the piece of busi-
ness to a close,” Himert said. “So when
we do those special events, we do show
our videos, we do talk about Long Beach,
and then we have some fun and build re-
lationships.”
Convention and meeting bookings for

2016 are behind a bit in comparison to
2015, but Himert isn’t worried. Even-
numbered years seem to experience lower
bookings due to cyclical rotations of or-
ganizations’ conventions to other regions,
she explained. “The even years seem to
be off a little bit, but we have been suc-
cessful in filling it with short-term busi-
ness.” The same thing occurred in 2014,
and that was “one of the most successful
years for all the hotels here in Long
Beach,” she pointed out.
Short-term business comes in the form

of corporate events from local businesses.
For example, over the December holidays,
four parties have been booked for the Pa-
cific Room, with 1,200 to 2,000 guests
expected for each event.
Down the road, the future is “rosy and

peachy,” Himert said. “2017 is through
the roof.”
What really sets apart the efforts of the

CVB and its sales team is its commitment
– Himert recounted holding a turkey leg
in one hand and chatting on the phone
with a client with the other over the
Thanksgiving holiday – and its relation-
ships. “We work extremely well together
with the convention center team and with

all of our hoteliers here in town,” she re-
flected. “It is a collaborative effort at all
times.”

Social Media
omplementing the work of the
CVB sales team are the efforts of

its digital communications managers,
Nicole Zylstra and Loren Simpson. The
two build on existing relationships forged
by the sales team and create new connec-
tions through proactive social media in-
teraction via Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. Their aim? To increase the vis-
ibility of Long Beach as a great place to
hold conventions and meetings, and as a
vacation destination.
Zylstra oversees and strategizes social

media interactions and campaigns to at-
tract conventions and meetings to Long
Beach. “We started a set of social media
handles called ‘Meet in Long Beach’ ded-
icated to reaching planners of meetings
and events looking to bring new groups
to Long Beach,” Zylstra said.
These social media accounts have

proven to be an effective tool for the CVB
to promote its presence at trade shows to
meeting planners.
Jeff Forney, the CVB’s vice president of

marketing and membership, knows from
firsthand experience that this method
works. “I was at a show and somebody
walked up, and it was because of Nicole’s
post [on social media],” he said. “So they
came by and took a picture of us and then
posted it. It put a face to the brand.”
The Meet in Long Beach social media

pages also engage meeting planners with
glimpses of what visiting Long Beach
might be like. “A meeting planner is not
so much different than a regular visitor.
They still want to know what their atten-
dees will enjoy when they are here in the
city,” Zylstra said. Through these pages,
the CVB shares social media content,
such as photos generated by social media
users in Long Beach to give meeting
planners snapshots of the best of the city
from a local’s perspective. 
This year, the CVB created a social

media campaign to accompany its largest
sales mission to Washington D.C. in June,
to generate buzz about Long Beach as a
convention destination. The CVB team
promoted its presence with the hashtag

#DCmeetLB, which they used to encour-
age potential clients and others to use on
social media to talk about their experi-
ences during the sales mission. The cam-
paign generated 839 mentions of the
hashtag with a potential reach of 454,200
individuals. “We had around 400 follow-
ers back then on Facebook, and, since
then, we have grown it to about 4,600 fol-
lowers,” Zylstra noted.
The CVB also uses social media pages

entitled “Visit Long Beach” to promote
Long Beach as a tourism destination, an
effort overseen by Simpson. In 2014, the
CVB launched an online sweepstakes
called Beach with Benefits, which in-
cluded a sweepstakes where winners re-
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ceived JetBlue airfare to Long Beach,
plus hotel, attraction and restaurant pack-
ages. The second phase of Beach with
Benefits included weekly giveaways pro-
moted through social media contests.
This year, the CVB brought back Beach

with Benefits to increasing popularity.
The sweepstakes saw a 62 percent in-
crease in entries, and the weekly contests
experienced more than a 100 percent in-
crease in entries. Overall, Beach with
Benefits generated 10.8 million impres-
sions so far this year through social media
shares and online news.
“Our social media followings have al-

most doubled over the last year and a

half,” Simpson said. “We attribute that to
of course our Beach with Benefits cam-
paign, but mostly it’s changing the voice
of our social handles so it’s more conver-
sational as if you are speaking to a per-
son, versus to an entity.”
For the first time, last year the CVB

created a contest encouraging people,
through social media, to submit videos
about Long Beach. The contest generated
36 videos and 3,600 online votes. Due to
its popularity, the CVB is now holding the
contest again. Submissions are accepted
through January 31. “We get tons of feed-
back, people talking about it, and sharing
on Facebook,” Simpson said.

PR And Marketing
n addition to using social media, the
Long Beach Convention & Visitors

Bureau continues to get the word out
about Long Beach as a destination for
conventions and travel through public re-
lations and marketing. 
Bob Maguglin, director of public rela-

tions, works with DCI, a contracted firm
specializing in travel marketing, to plan
press trips for writers from major publi-
cations to stay in, experience, and then
write about Long Beach. In the past year,
the CVB and DCI have brought in two
group press trips with multiple writers,
plus seven individual press trips. Five
more individual press trips are currently
in the works.
“That’s a major way that we try to

play the PR, where constantly there is
always something out there on Long
Beach,” Maguglin said. “Stories are al-
ways hitting.”
In June, a press trip brought in six writ-

ers to cover POW! WOW! Long Beach, an
event in which international artists
painted murals throughout the city. The
posts generated by that press trip garnered
37.8 million impressions on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and YouTube com-
bined. A group press trip in late Septem-
ber brought in six writers, whose writings
and postings created about 12 million po-
tential impressions via the same online
outlets.
Jeff Forney, who spearheads marketing

and advertising for the CVB, said that
every time the CVB’s efforts result in
media coverage, the digital communica-
tions team shares links and information
about that coverage through social media. 
Although much of the CVB’s efforts to

reach convention and meetings clients, as
well as potential leisure travelers, have
shifted to digital outlets, Forney noted
that advertising in print publications is
still a key strategy. “A lot of our meeting
planners still like to read a publication
and flip through it,” he said. 
The CVB previously advertised in 13

major print publications regularly, and
now does so in just four, plus occasional
advertisements in smaller market publica-
tions, Forney said. To determine where
the CVB should spend its marketing dol-
lars, sales representatives regularly speak
with convention and meeting clients
about what they read and where they get
their information. “We start listening to
the clients from day one every year,
throughout the year,” Forney said.
Longtime relationships have opened up

opportunities to place ads in key publica-
tions, such as “Convene,” a conventions
trade magazine. “A few years ago, we had
the opportunity to purchase the inside
front cover spread, so now we have that
every single month . . . at a discounted
rate we negotiated,” Forney said. The

CVB also regularly markets Long
Beach to meetings planners
through “Successful Meetings,”
another trade publication. 
Once a year, the CVB produces

a 28-page insert for “Convene”
and “Successful Meetings” show-
casing Long Beach and all it has
to offer. The piece is also used for
marketing at trade shows and on
sales missions.
To reach leisure travelers, the

CVB advertises jointly with the
Queen Mary and the Aquarium of
the Pacific in AAA’s “Westways”
and “Highroads” magazines, as
well as in “Sunset Magazine.” The
combined circulation of these
magazines in 2015 is more than
nine million. �
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In addition to regularly advertising in major convention and
meeting trade publications, the CVB occasionally places ads
in local market publications. This year, the nonprofit organi-
zation advertised POW! WOW! Long Beach, an event in
which international muralists created artwork through the city,
in “Los Angeles Magazine.” (Image provided by the Long
Beach CVB)

Beach with Benefits, the CVB’s year-round series
of sweepstakes and contests designed to put the
spotlight on Long Beach and attract visitors, is pri-
marily promoted through social media. (Image
provided by the Long Beach CVB)

CVB Is Growing 
Interest In Long Beach
(Continued From Page 29)
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� By MICHAEL GOUGIS

Contributing Writer

Greg Bombard’s life has been hewn from
the rocky, sunny slopes and harbor waters
of Santa Catalina Island. Born on the is-
land, educated at the schools there, and
raised in a family that operated the west
end of the channel isle, Bombard is at
home there – and is equally at home tra-
versing the ocean that separates Catalina
from the shores of Long Beach.
That is because, for nearly three and a

half decades, Bombard has made his living
crossing that stretch of ocean, and making
it possible for others to do so, in speed and
comfort.
Bombard’s company, Catalina Express,

is set to celebrate its 35th year in business.
What started out as an operation with a sin-
gle boat, designed to fill a specific need for
transportation between Catalina and the
mainland, has expanded into a fleet of eight
highly modernized vessels, three ports on
the mainland servicing the landing at
Avalon, and a service that is set this year to
match or exceed its record of 1.2 million
annual bookings.
Bombard says the formula for success

hasn’t changed in all these years: Provide
the service that is needed, and do it with
speed, style and safety.
“We’re doing something special. When

you have the loyal employees that we have
and the things we’ve worked through to-
gether, I think that says a lot for any com-
pany,” Bombard says. “I think with all of
that going for us, and the fact that the
model was right on time and gets devel-
oped to be better and better every year, that
is really what makes this place tick.”
Bombard’s father, Doug, operated the

west end of Catalina Island for 40 years,
starting as a manager for the Santa Catalina
Island Company, then leasing and develop-
ing the Two Harbors region.
“A lot of yachting, a lot of camping took

place over there. He developed a restaurant,
Doug’s Harbor Reef. He built it into a real
nice little community. Very, very popular
for the yachting community and the yacht
clubs,” Bombard says.
“It had a general store, and we also had

a hunting lodge which we ran during the
winter months when yachting wasn’t as
popular. Back in the day, there [were] boar,
there were goats, there were deer; quail
hunting was popular.”
As the region developed, a need for

transportation of a particular type grew –
and various attempts to meet that need ran
into obstacles, Bombard says.
“Part of what happened was that the

main transportation was the big Catalina
cruise boats, roughly 700 passengers. They
didn’t really have the ability to come in
with a small group of hunters like 25 peo-
ple,” Bombard says. “So we used to use the
seaplanes. And the seaplanes were a great
part of Catalina’s history. It was a great
novelty to land on the water. 
“But at one point, the parts for that air-

plane became so scarce that the (Federal Avi-
ation Administration) was having a problem
with them, the owners were having a prob-
lem with them, so they kind of pulled those
out of the air, and they started operating hel-
icopters. The problem with helicopters was
that most of them only carried about five
passengers. And especially for hunters, the
(helicopters) couldn’t handle the luggage.
“So my dad asked me, I think we need to

start our own little boat, back and forth.”
The niche that needed to be filled was the

need for the islander to be able to get back
and forth from the mainland in one day. 
“There was no way for an islander to re-

ally be able to come and go from the island
for a day – to come over here to the main-
land, do their business, their banking, what-
ever, and then get back on a boat and come
back home. There was no way to com-
mute,” Bombard says.
“So we picked up a small boat, put it to-

gether, a 56-foot Westport. We ended up

with 54 passengers. Our route was, we’re
going to leave the mainland at 6 a.m., get
the commuter in Avalon by 8 a.m., be back
here by 9:30 a.m. to get the hunters who
were going to Two Harbors. We’d go to Two
Harbors at noon, come out of there at 2 o’-
clock, get back here and take the Avalon
folks back by 4:30. That was us. We carried
a whopping 2,500 people our first year."
It wasn’t much. But it was a solid base

onto which the rest of the business has been
built. Starting from there, the passenger
line would grow into serving the visitor
market, Bombard says.
“We’ve bought a lot of boats. We’ve built

a lot of boats. We’re now a fleet of eight
vessels. They all can do more than 30 knots
and they all can do the run in just over an
hour – if we push them, they can do it in an
hour or less. We do 30 runs a day in the
summer months,” Bombard says.
“Today, we still leave the mainland at 6

o’clock in the morning. We take commuters
to work – Edison employees, the school
teachers, people like that. And we turn
around and take them back. We’re still doing
the same thing, just on a bigger scale.”
Today, Catalina Express offers service

out of Dana Point, Long Beach and Los
Angeles. Part of the reason for the com-
pany’s success is that it has pursued tech-
nological advancements, such as
stabilization technology, that made the
crossing a more comfortable experience for
commuters and travelers, Bombard says.
Lured by the promise of speed and effi-

ciency, the company invested in its first
catamaran back in the early 1990s. But the
craft didn’t provide the necessary ride qual-
ity, so it was sold off.
“We got out of that boat and we built two

more monohulls in 1994. Then along came
a group called Maritime Dynamics. They
were creating a ride control system for the
Navy frigates. Congress likes to see some-
thing they developed come into the private
sector,” Bombard says.
“We were one of the first companies in

the United States to work with those folks
and put full ride controls on the 100-foot
monohulls that we built back in 1994. These
ride controls are sophisticated, like an air-
plane. It’s reading pitch and roll at all times.
They’ll counter a roll, numerous times a
second. Once we put that on the monohulls,
we said, man, this is unbelievable. We no-
ticed such a difference in the monohulls that
we built another catamaran and we put T-
foils under the water. They keep the sensi-
tivity of roll and pitch to almost nothing.
This has been a huge win for us.”
In addition, cabin comfort has been key to

making the crossing as enticing as the vaca-
tion destination on the island, Bombard says.
“We wanted to have people sit back, relax,

enjoy the water, not have to get up and wan-
der around. I wanted them to relax, get ready
for their vacation,” he says, explaining the
genesis of the cabin attendant service con-
cept. “Sit back, have a cabin attendant come
by, offer you a cocktail or a light snack – it
just felt to us like a better idea.”
What the company’s success means for

the tourism industry in the greater Long
Beach area is that Catalina Island is easily
and casually accessible for anyone, Bom-
bard says.
“We offer an opportunity,” Bombard

says. “A day trip for people who are here
for a convention – we can be part of their
post- or pre-tour – we’ve got some real nice
availability for that. And for the people who
live here in this community, we offer them
an out. A day away from downtown. A day
to go lay on the beach, relax, get into a
water sport – all of those things can take
you away for a minute and let you forget
what yesterday was and let you think about
today and feel better when you go home.”
And as for Bombard – well, there’s an old

saying about doing what you love to do . . .
“We’re having a great time,” Bombard

says. “We have great partnerships in the
community, and we like to get out there and
take people where they want to go.” �
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Greg Bombard, president of Catalina Express, this year expects his company to match or exceed its
record of 1.2 million passengers – a far cry from the company’s first year nearly 35 years ago when
a single vessel transported 2,500 people. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

Passengers line up at Catalina Landing in Downtown Long Beach for a one-hour ride to Avalon. Service is also offered from San Pedro and Dana Point. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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� By SAMANTHA MEHLINGER

Senior Writer

Long Beach attractions and cruise com-
panies are expecting to end 2015 with
record visitor numbers and increased rev-
enues thanks to more business from corpo-
rate professionals, travelers and locals.
The total number of visitors to Long

Beach, which includes the number of atten-
dees at conventions, meetings, major attrac-
tions and special events, has increased by
about 4 to 5 percent every year over the past
four years, according to the Long Beach
Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB).
The Aquarium of the Pacific is about to

close out its best year ever for attendance,
with the exception of its opening year,
President and CEO Jerry Schubel told the
Business Journal. “We will have exceeded
all of our expectations in terms of visitors
and revenue,” he said. “Our attendance to
date is 4 percent above last year, and we
project we will finish the year at more
than 1.5 million visitors.” 
Aquarium revenues have increased by 6

percent compared to last year. “We are right
now at a little over $31 million and we still
have a month to go [in 2015],” Schubel noted.
Schubel pointed out that it isn’t necessar-

ily easy for the Aquarium to attract more
visitors due to what he refers to as “a very
noisy” Southern California market, which
features many other major attractions with
longer histories and more name recognition
in the area. He attributed the growth in vis-
itors this year to the Aquarium’s programs
and word-of-mouth recommendations.
The Aquarium already has plenty of new

programs and events planned for next year,
including a new exhibit featuring sea
horses and sea dragons. 
Next year, the Aquarium’s spring Aquatic

Academy – a course series on oceanic and
environmental issues – will focus on “that
dreaded subject, GMOs [genetically modi-
fied organisms],” Schubel said, referring
specifically to GMO crops. “We will look
at it from different perspectives to try to get
the public better informed about what
GMOs are, what concerns are legitimate,
which concerns are not legitimate, and how
they may play an important role in our fu-
ture when we have to feed 50 percent more
people,” he explained. “I’m sure it will
draw some criticism, but I hope it will
bring some enlightenment.”
“I am very bullish on the outlook for the

Aquarium,” Schubel said. “I think next year
will be even better, and, when the Aquar-
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ium successfully expands, it will enhance
every aspect of the city by giving Long
Beach a world class cultural institution,” he
said, referring to the institution’s planned
23,000-square-foot expansion. The project
is currently in the fundraising phase. 
The Queen Mary also expects to end 2015

on a high note, with an anticipated 7 percent
increase in visitors for the year, according to
General Manager John Jenkins. That trans-
lates to about 1.7 million people, he noted, at-
tributing the increase to recent efforts to bring
new attractions and amenities to the ship.
Queen Mary revenues for 2015 are about 5
to 6 percent ahead of revenues in 2014.
“I’m very pleased with where we are. We

continue to add new events, so it’s really

helped us to [attract] customers and the
amount spent per customer,” Jenkins said.
“We have had a good year. We have in-
creased in group business, as I think every-
one in Long Beach has.”
The Queen Mary debuted a brand new

4D theater on board on November 20, the
opening day of its winter holiday event,
CHILL, which runs through January. The
state of the art theater incorporates scent
and touch into the movie-going experience.
“With every ticket you buy for CHILL, you
get to go through the 4D theater,” Jenkins

said, adding that the theater is currently
showing the children’s holiday film, “The
Polar Express.” “We’re very excited to be
one of the few here on the West Coast that
have a 4D theater,” he said. “We expect to
run it year round starting next year.”
The ship also recently debuted a gallery

featuring antique and original model ships
from Cunard Line, the designer of the
Queen Mary. The gallery includes an orig-
inal ship model for the Queen Mary, used
by Cunard to show people what the ship
would look like before it was built. 

The Queen Mary’s special events have
brought in record attendance so far this
year, Jenkins noted. “Dark Harbor was the
largest attendance ever, [with] about
129,000 people this year,” he said, referring
to the ship’s annual Halloween maze.
“CHILL is doing well. . . . We are on target
to beat last year’s numbers.”
Jenkins is optimistic about the future of

the ship now that a new leaseholder,
Urban Commons, has taken over the
Queen Mary and adjacent land. “They are
very excited about what we are working
on,” he said. He concluded, “We’re look-
ing forward to a great 2016.”
With views of both the Queen Mary and

Aquarium of the Pacific from its position
across Rainbow Harbor, Shoreline Village
offers visitors, tourists and locals a place to
shop, dine and enjoy events. This year, over-
all gross sales of businesses at Shoreline Vil-
lage have increased by 22 percent from last
year, according to Property Manager Debra
Fixen. “Businesses are doing well. We are
getting more traffic and more locals com-
ing,” Fixen said. “The CVB is doing great
bringing more tourists and conventioneers.”
A new comic book store, Shoreline

Comics, recently opened at the village, and
is doing well, Fixen said. Other businesses
are also benefiting from increased traffic to
Shoreline Village. “Our barbecue restau-
rant, Louisiana Charlie’s, is busy constantly.
It’s a phenomenal business,” Fixen said.
“And Cafe Dia, the bakery, is expanding its
menu to include Mediterranean food.”
Improved marketing efforts and a greater

emphasis on social media interactions has
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Jerry Schubel, president and CEO of the Aquarium of the Pacific, said that in 2015 the Aquarium had
its most attendees ever since its opening year. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

A seal enjoys an icy Christmas treat at the Aquar-
ium of the Pacific, which is hosting holiday-
themed events through Christmas Eve, including
live holiday music and a diver dressed as Santa
feeding fish in the Great Hall. (Photograph pro-
vided by the Aquarium of the Pacific)

(Please Continue To Page 36)
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driven more local traffic to Shoreline Vil-
lage, Fixen said. The village also began
hosting more community events this year,
such as a meet-and-greet with 2nd District
City Council candidates, she noted. The
new Pike Outlets, located a short walk from
Shoreline Village, is also bringing in more
people to the area, she said.
Cruise companies both small and large

told the Business Journal that they experi-
enced increased revenues and attracted
more passengers in 2015. Harbor Breeze
Cruises, a local company offering whale-
watching and sea-life tours as well as event
cruises in the Long Beach harbor, had
about a 10 percent increase in passengers
this year compared to 2014, according to
owner Dan Salas.
“We are getting a lot of day-trip people

coming to Long Beach just to spend time
here because there are so many attractions
now,” Salas said. “We are seeing repeat cus-
tomers that are bringing relatives or family
and friends down on the weekends.” Harbor
Breeze has also seen increased business
from corporate clients booking event
cruises, he noted. “Corporate group [book-
ings] were up about 8 percent over last year.”
Part of what’s drawing passengers aboard

Harbor Breeze’s most popular cruises, its
whale-watching tours, is an increase in
whale sightings. 
“With the warm water we have this year

with El Niño, we had a tremendous amount
of sea life right off of Long Beach,” Salas
said. “We had more humpback whales than
we have ever seen,” he continued. “People

come from all over the world, and are coming
to spend sometimes up to a week here in the
summer time just to get a glimpse of these
magnificent creatures.” Like Fixen, Salas
noted that the Pike Outlets are also helping
to bring in more visitors to the waterfront.
Carnival Cruise Lines, which operates

from the dome by the Queen Mary, is on track
to have carried more than 500,000 passengers
on its cruises departing from Long Beach by
the end of the year, according to Carlos Torres
de Navarra, vice president of commercial op-
erations. In an e-mail to the Business Journal,
de Navarra called 2015 “another successful
year” for Carnival in Long Beach.
“Long Beach continues to provide con-

sumers with a convenient embarkation
point for embarking on their Carnival
cruise,” de Navarra said. “Guests enjoyed
a wide selection of departures round trip
from Long Beach – from convenient three-
and four-day Baja cruises and seven-day
Mexican Riviera departures to 15-day
Hawaii cruises,” he said.
The Carnival Miracle, a Spirit-class cruise

ship, underwent a multi-million dollar refur-
bishment this year, providing passengers
with new amenities such as the “Caribbean-
inspired RedFrog Pub, the cocktail-phar-
macy themed Alchemy Bar, the Cherry on
Top sweets shop,” and more, de Navarra said.
Next year, Carnival is adding more cruise

options from Long Beach, including a 13-
day Mexican Riviera cruise leaving on Jan-
uary 28, and two 15-day Hawaii voyages,
which are scheduled to depart on October
15 and November 26. “We look forward to
another successful season sailing from
Long Beach next year,” de Navarra said. �
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The Social List Named 
Official Caterer For 
‘Jay Leno’s Garage’
The Social List, a restaurant on Long Beach’s Retro
Row, recently became the official caterer for the new
NBC show, “Jay Leno’s Garage,” in which the for-
mer host of “The Tonight Show” lets cameras inside
his garage for a peek at his extensive automobile
collection. Luis Navarro, who co-owns both The So-
cial List and Lola’s Mexican Cuisine with Brenda Rivera, told the Business Journal they first catered the
show a few months ago thanks to the recommendation of one of its staff members, Chris Pena. A Long
Beach resident, Pena had visited The Social List and recommended it to show producers, who brought
in the restaurant to cater a lunch, Navarro said. “Everybody was wondering if Jay was going to like it
or not,” he recalled. Leno did like it – so much that, after two more catering gigs, producers called
Navarro over the Thanksgiving holiday to ask if he’d bring his restaurant in as the show’s official caterer.
(Top left photo provided by Navarro; photograph at right by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan.) 

Lakewood Self Stor-
age is an official
drop-off location for
Toys For Tots, a non-
profit organization
that collects toys for
disadvantaged chil-
dren during the holi-
days. The deadline
to drop off toys for
this holiday season
at 3969 Paramount
Blvd., Lakewood, is
December 17. Pic-
tured at Lakewood
Self Storage with
items already col-
lected is manager
Jessi Rideout. Office
hours are Monday-
Saturday, 8 a.m. to 6
p.m., and Sunday,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
(Photograph by the
Business Journal’s
Larry Duncan)

Drop Off Toys For Disadvantaged 
Children At Lakewood Self Storage

Miller Children’s & Women’s Hospital Awarded $250,000 Federal Grant
Miller Children’s & Women’s Hospital Long Beach was recently awarded a five-year, $250,000 federal grant from the Healthy Tomorrows Partnership For Children Program. The funds are for the hospital’s

Transition of Care Program, which was
formed in 2012 to help patients with chronic
conditions transition from pediatric to adult
health care settings. Thanks to the grant,
Miller Children’s was able to hire Dr. Stacey
Epstein, a physician advisor, whose role is to
assist patients through outreach to specialists
in both the pediatric and adult care settings
“to create partnerships, develop transfer pro-
tocols and generally increase awareness and
understanding of transition issues,” according
to a hospital statement. Miller Children’s was
only one of eight hospitals to be awarded this
grant from a pool of 64 applicants. Pictured,
from left are: Linda Towne, clinical operations
director; Epstein; Erika Jewell, transition coor-
dinator for the Transition of Care Program;
Reny Partain, transition navigator; and Ann
Tanner, executive director of pediatric outpa-
tient centers at Miller Children’s. (Photograph
by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

Miller Children’s & Women’s Hospital 
Holds World AIDS Day Event
Community members, patients and staff gathered at Miller Children’s & Women’s Hospital Long Beach
on December 1 to view artwork from pediatric patients and hear health experts speak on the subject
of HIV and AIDS treatment. The event was held in recognition of World AIDS Day. The Bickerstaff Pe-
diatric Family Center at Miller Children’s cares for pediatric patients and pregnant women who are
at risk of contracting or are infected with HIV/AIDS. Pictured, from left, are: Dr. David Michalik;
Sherry Hytrek, physician assistant; Joe Cristina, founder of Children Affected By AIDS Foundation;
Debbi Bickerstaff; Dr. Audra Deveikis, medical director of the Bickerstaff Pediatric Family Center; Dr.
Tempe Chen; and Dr. Jagmohan Batra. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

Pediatric Patients Get Holiday Surprise 
At Miller Children’s & Women’s Hospital
Miller Children’s & Women’s Hospital Long Beach patients and their families were treated to a holiday surprise
on December 2 when they had a chance to visit with Santa and Mrs. Claus, and play in Santa’s Workshop.
Chefs from Rossmoor Pastries in Signal Hill helped children decorate gingerbread houses, while members of
the Long Beach and Signal Hill police departments helped them make crafts. Many other organizations par-
ticipated in the event, including Assistance League of Long Beach, the Aquarium of the Pacific, the Make-A-
Wish Foundation and others. At left, a chef from Rossmoor Pastries helps a Miller Children’s patient decorate
gingerbread cookies at Santa’s Workshop. At right, Alessandro and his sister get a visit from Mr. And Mrs.
Claus, volunteers from Turner Construction. (Photographs by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)

DeForest Park Wetlands Restoration Project Underway
The DeForest
Park Wetlands
R e s t o r a t i o n
Project will
recreate 39
acres of wet-
lands, trails
and wildlife
habitats along
the L.A. River
from DeForest
Park to Del
Amo Boule-
vard in North
Long Beach.
Pictured from
left at the
groundbreak-
ing are: Polly
Escovedo of
the California
Natural Resources Agency, State Sen. Ricardo Lara, Long Beach Councilmembers Al Austin and Rex
Richardson, State Sen. Isadore Hall, and Interim Director of the Long Beach Parks, Recreation & Ma-
rine Department Steven Scott. (Photograph by the Business Journal’s Larry Duncan)
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overcoming depression 

during The Holidays

F
eeling down during the holidays can be tough, especially when it seems like
the rest of the world is moving along without a worry. At a time when every-

thing surrounding you says you should be cheerful and full of “holiday spirit” it
also can be very difficult to overcome depression. During this time of year, it is
important to take the time to put things into perspective and recognize what is caus-
ing you stress.
Know When to Seek Help
If you feel that you or someone you know is experiencing depression during the

holidays it is important to be able to spot the differences in behavior. Signs that are
indicative of clinical depression include:

Persistent sad tearful mood; Loss of interest in the things you used to like; Weight loss/gain or
loss of appetite; Increased/decreased motor function; Feelings of hopelessness or guilt; Recurrent
thoughts of death; Insomnia or sleeping too much; Constant fatigue.
Knowing these signs and symptoms is the first step to treating your depression and overcoming it.
Three Factors or Causes for Stress
The holidays often cause people to feel down because things literally do change at this time of

year. Three main factors that can cause stress during the holidays:
• People are busier – Juggling shopping, holiday parties, work and year-end financial responsi-

bilities can be mentally exhausting and cause lots of unwanted stress.
• Focus on family – Everything holiday related seems to focus on family. For those who are not

geographically close to their family, or with unfavorable family histories, the holidays foster emo-
tions of loneliness or being outcast.
• Days are shorter – Exposure to less sunlight and grayer skies can affect a person’s mood and

general outlook.
Overcoming Holiday Stress
If you feel you may be experiencing depression during the holidays, be proactive about the way

you do things and seek support. In order to stay clear of depression, it is important to have a good
social support system and really asses the things that are troubling you.
• Pace yourself, don’t overwork during the holidays by trying to make sure things are “perfect.”

The holidays should be a fun time. 
• Remember to sleep, eat and drink regularly. Overindulging can lead to other factors that may

cause more stress.
• Reset your expectations and be realistic about your holiday goals. If you’re shopping for a present

and find one that works well enough, go with that.
• Focus on the good, and don’t let what you can’t do, take control of your feelings.
• Keep your routine. Get up and out of bed when the sun is out to get enough exposure to daylight.
Through the season it is important to keep sight of what makes you happy. Being aware of this

can help you focus on the things you want to do, rather than what you “should” be doing, which in
turn can eliminate unnecessary burdens you’ve place on yourself. 
(By Todd Hutton, M.D., is medical director, Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation Therapy, at Memo-

rialCare Center for Mental Health & Wellness, Community Hospital Long Beach)

Seven Ways To Be 

intentionally influential
“You can have everything in life you want

just by helping others get what they want.”

Zig Ziglar

According to The Free Dictionary “in-
fluence” is “A power affecting a per-

son, thing, or course of events.” It’s
different than manipulation or even con-
trol.  It’s the capacity to be a compelling

force.  An influencer produces an effect on the actions, be-
haviors, and opinions of others.
You have the ability to influence up the chain of com-

mand as well as down that same chain. The biggest influ-
encers in my life were those that added value to me. The
result? My life appreciated in value.
Here are 7 ways to be intentionally influential in the lives

of others.
1. Influential people celebrate the progress as well as

the accomplishments of others. There are times when
folks can’t see the light at the end of the tunnel. Help them
see the steps right in front of them. The end light will even-
tually be sighted, but in the meantime you can add value
to their life by cheering their efforts – one step at a time.
2. Influential people expect the best and give others
the benefit of the doubt.Wanting the very best for peo-
ple and showing this in tangible ways is a great motiva-
tor. By expecting the best in others we help them follow
their good intentions. They may not reach the top, but
they will have reached higher.
3. Influential people have a mission and are moti-
vated by values. One of the major intrinsic human mo-
tivators is purpose. When others observe this in you, they
are internally driven to do the same. It was there all
along. You just stoked the fire.
4. Influential people are emotionally intelligent
and self-regulate. The ability to manage yourself is a
key factor in building better relationships with others.
Being aware of your own emotions and how they im-
pact personal behavior gives you the ability to regulate
your attitudes and actions. As Napoleon Hill put it,
“Think twice before you speak, because your words
and influence will plant the seed of either success or
failure in the mind of another.”
5. Influential people are empathetic and open. Their

great influence comes by developing the ability to read
a person’s frame of mind.  They put themselves in the
other person’s place. They have developed the habit of

listening. They do so wholeheartedly rather than haphaz-
ardly. They ask questions to get at the heart of the matter
and to clarify their understanding. They don’t interrupt
– verbally, mentally, or emotionally.
6. Influential people discover new ways to approach
issues and solve problems. They are good at reframing
issues so that others can see it from a different perspec-
tive.  They go beyond symptoms and dive beneath the
water where the deeper issue is observed. They don’t get
stuck in the moment – which is a recipe for inaction.
They help others focus on the final destination and not
the bumps in the road.
7. Influential people inspire others and engage their
imaginations.They help others see the connection to their
desired outcomes. In this sense they are dealers of hope.
They help illuminate the practical and exciting implica-
tions of a better future.
Influence might just be the highest level of human skills.

In short, being influential is a matter of adding value to
others. The irony is that it adds incredible value to yourself.
As you influence up, you go up.
Leadership is influence, and influence is about adding

value. Who are you appreciating today?
(Mick Ukleja keynotes on topics related to leadership

and personal productivity. He’s president of Leadership-
Traq, and author of several books. His clients have in-
cluded Fortune 500 corporations and nonprofit
organizations. Check his weekly blog at www.leadership-
traq.com.)

HealthWise
Year-end Financial checklist   

B
efore the hustle and bustle of the holiday season ap-
proaches, it is a good time for small business owners to

take stock of their finances and plan for the coming year. By
making time you will be better prepared for success in 2016. 
How profitable was your business in 2015? What goals are you

hoping to achieve over the next 12 months? These are important
questions to consider. Here are five tips to help get you started: 
• Develop an actionable 2016 financial plan. From establish-

ing your annual business budget to updating your sales projections,
creating an actionable plan with defined business goals will help you stay on target
in the coming year. Start by reviewing the list of goals you hoped to achieve at the
beginning of 2015 and document your progress. Are you on track to achieve each
one? Based on your progress, adjust expectations and forecasts for the year to come.
• Review expenses. Check all of your business accounts to make sure you

have categorized expenses correctly, and take a look at how your costs compare
monthly and yearly. Remember: Many expenses are tax deductible and an effi-
cient expense tracking process will not only save you time, but it could also save
you money at year end. There are a number of expense tracking tools for business
owners available online and through leading banks and financial institutions.
• Prepare for year-end tax reporting.Meet with your accountant to review

your business profits and expenses, and make adjustments to your budget as
necessary. Evaluate your business tax records to ensure that everything is in
order and be aware of tax filing deadlines so you can plan ahead. Now is also a
good time to discuss your estimated tax payments and find out if there’s anything
you can do to minimize the taxes you’ll owe before the end of the year.  
• Meet with your banker. It’s a good idea to organize an annual review meeting

with your banker to discuss your current business needs and review your accounts.
To prepare for this meeting, review your small-business loan accounts to track
payment progress, and reconcile your bank and credit card accounts so you can
head into the new year in good standing. Also take time to anticipate how your
sales goals or hiring plans might impact your need for a new a deposit account,
loan or line of credit, and be prepared to discuss available options with your banker.
• Analyze your business's cash flow. One of the most important things

for a business owner to track is cash flow: How much cash your business
earned and how much you spent. If you have trouble maintaining steady cash
flow to cover expenses, make sure your financial plan includes specific ac-
tions to remedy the issue, such as cost reductions or new revenue sources.
Take time to ensure that you fully understand and can forecast cash flow, es-
pecially if you have a seasonal business.
Setting aside time now to create a strong financial plan for 2016 is important

for every business owner looking to take their business to the next level.
 (Ben Alvarado, a 24-year veteran of Wells Fargo, is the president of the

bank’s So. Calif. Region, which stretches from Long Beach to Orange, Impe-
rial and San Diego counties.)
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M
ost Americans weren’t aware that an
international observance took place

just last week.  In fact, according to The
John Templeton Foundation, only 18%
know that the Tuesday following Thanks-
giving is known as Giving Tuesday around
the world.
Once the turkey is carved, Black Friday

frenzy is over, Small Business Saturday is
celebrated, and Cyber Monday captures the attention of on-
line shoppers, the next day in the line-up is now Giving
Tuesday which is followed by “Thank You Wednesday.”
It’s not surprising there is generally low awareness of

Giving Tuesday given the observance didn’t start until
2012. Creating and sustaining movements takes time. Nev-
ertheless, choosing the Tuesday after Thanksgiving repre-
sents a curious, yet deliberate, decision to pin philanthropy
on the tail of the dog days of the post-holiday bustle when
many feel fatigued from the volume of e-mail and spending
during the previous days.
Giving Tuesday was the idea of the 92nd Street Y in New

York City and the United Nations Foundation to kick-off a
season of year-end giving and holiday generosity in the af-
termath of gluttony, commercialization and consumerism.
The results have been impressive: $10 million in the first
year, climbing to over $45 million by 2014. Early returns
from last week’s observance indicates a stunning $116 mil-
lion finish.
The strategy is rooted in “crowd-raising.” It’s the hottest

topic in fundraising circles today as it creates a form of hash-
tag activism that links viral social media campaigns to ad-
vance causes with the ease of online giving.  The observance
is often publicized as “#GivingTuesday” using a hashtag to
clearly depict the connection.  According to the Chronicle
of Philanthropy, the internet has already welcomed over
976,000 contributors who have made 1.8 million transac-
tions. The results have summed to $202 million and has ben-
efitted over 31,000 nonprofits in at least 68 countries.
Nevertheless, no good deed goes unpunished. Foes of Giv-

ing Tuesday are quick to blog about the national stage of com-
petition it creates among nonprofits, the disadvantages that
smaller organizations with limited resources and tech savvy
have against the splashy campaigns of the larger ones, and the
commercial aspects of the promotion. Many of the founding
sponsors are the giants among online commerce, technology,
and the processors of online donations who ultimately benefit
from internet generosity on all of the other days.
Up until now, the biggest dollar days for online giving

was December 31 followed by December 30. July 5 ranks
as the lowest contributor online giving day of the year.
For old-timers, Giving Tuesday represents a sobering

fact of progress that the future is now. With over 333,500
Facebook posts and a trending on Twitter that lasted over
11 hours with over three quarters of a million hashtag uses,

mass appeal fundraising has been forever redefined since
the days of direct mail.
The concept of Giving Tuesday is a prime example of

what Jim Collins envisioned as a BHAG kind of an idea:
Reminding people with a Big Hairy Audacious Goal to
give as part of their holiday or year-end tradition, not only
in America, but around the world.
There are some inherent challenges with goal with that

ideal such as making sure the rest of the world doesn’t view
American giving as an afterthought to four days of capi-
talism on its finest display; that it’s too closely associated
with a holiday that less than 6% of the world’s population
observes; or, that it appears as though America has arro-
gantly launched Boxing Day version 2.0.
Its biggest obligation, however, is making sure that the

world doesn’t seriously believe that American philanthropy
is based merely on online transactions or simply writing
checks. The organizers of Giving Tuesday can’t tell that
story, but the beneficiaries and benefactors must during all
of the other days of the year. While crowdfunding offers
transactional connectivity, it doesn’t offer personal con-
nectedness; and that’s what the majority of contributors in
America want today more than ever. 
The American story of philanthropy is rooted in a demon-

strated love for fellow citizens that is person-based first and
pocketbook-based second.  Alexis de Tocqueville portrayed
us to the rest of the world in that way in 1835. Giving Tues-
day, its organizers, supporters, and beneficiaries must con-
tinue to demonstrate that is still who we are today.
(Jeffrey R. Wilcox, CFRE, is president and chief executive

officer of Third Sector Company. Join in on the conversa-
tion about this article at www.lbbizjournal.com or drop us
a line at jwilcox@thirdsectorreport.org.
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Will riskier Home

loans come Back?

W
hen you figure the way people spend on home
improvement, household goods and the many

other purchases and expenditures that are made by
each and every buyer and seller, the exponential
benefits of a robust housing market and increased
homeownership are not hard to define.
This all came to a screeching halt when the hous-

ing bubble burst in 2007. Then in 2010 the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act was passed
and the result was to shrink the amount of credit to many of the buy-
ers who had been able to get easy loans in the pre-recession days.
There has been no end to the controversy and discussion over

the state of lending prior to the real estate bubble. If the idea was
to promote homeownership (along with the economy) by making
transactions easier, the mission was accomplished. When borrow-
ers were unable to meet their obligations, then all of a sudden
banks, regulators, the federal government and just about anyone
associated with the world of lending was blamed for being too
loose with mortgage money and irresponsible practices.
It was easy in those days to say that lenders gave too much

money to too many unqualified borrowers.  But is an unqualified
borrower someone who was making $150,000 as an executive and
suddenly became unemployed when the position was eliminated in
the “new economy” and couldn’t find a job or had to find alterna-
tive work for less than half the pay?
This scenario and those like it had been growing in number in

America for more than 20 years – to the detriment of the middle
class – and grew until things collapsed in 2007. Lost jobs and re-
duced wages had more to do with the financial crises than bad reg-
ulations and unscrupulous – or even lax – lending. Basically the
economy and the rules changed on the middle class that believed
for decades in the American dream of a good job and owning a
home – or at least it did for a large number of those that suffered
economic hardship during this time.
Of course there were those who benefited from the robust econ-

omy that strong housing helped provide – and not just those mak-

ing and funding the loans. Entire segments of the economy outside
of real estate and lending were the beneficiaries – not to mention
our elected officials who were reelected when they pointed to how
well the economy was doing.
That is why it is ironic that the centerpiece of the Dodd-Frank

Act relating to residential mortgages, the Ability-to-Repay rules
promoted by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and the
six federal regulators’ final Credit Risk Retention rule, created
powerful incentives for lenders to lend to borrowers only with the
highest credit.
The drafters of the statute, longtime critics of the residential mort-

gage industry, believed that in the go-go years preceding the finan-
cial crisis too many lenders recklessly extended mortgage credit to
consumers on terms that they did not understand and in certain in-
stances, could not repay. Implicit in the drafters’ reasoning is that
too many irresponsible consumers were assuming the arduous task
of homeownership, which was beyond their means. In order to make
these loans unattractive on the secondary market and especially for
being bundled into securities, Dodd-Frank has established very strict
rules for securitization relating to down payment and income-to-debt
ratios, among other things, to put the brakes on all but lending to the
very best borrowers.
But the tide may be turning on the impact of these rules in squelch-

ing what no doubt would be a very much stronger housing market
right now if lenders were not tied up with Dodd-Frank regulations.
For starters, new loan products of so-called non-Qualified Mort-

gage niche products are leading the reemergence of a non-prime
residential market. This, in turn, is augmented by stabilizing hous-
ing prices and a more viable demand for credit by consumers. The
economy is better – people want and can buys things. And the mar-
ket appears to be reacting to the greater demand with hedge funds,
certain banks and real estate investment trusts that are leading the
way for alternative lending.
But these looser loan programs will most likely require higher in-

terest rates: lenders will not assume more expansive legal risks and
credit costs without higher rewards.
Nevertheless, in spite of the obstacles created by Dodd-Frank and

the unusually low interest rates that have characterized the residential
loans markets in the past several years, credit demand, especially
among non-prime borrowers, will swing the pendulum in favor of a
more robust lending environment and will likely entail amendments
to the existing Dodd-Frank regulations in the near future. 
(Terry Ross, the broker-owner of TR Properties, will answer any

questions about today’s real estate market. E-mail questions to Realty
Views at terryross1@cs.com or call 949/457-4922.)
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